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of changes, destitute of higher ideats, cher-
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self-complacent to perceive their defects,
too indolent for heroic undertakings,and too
weak to-win any higk: success, they plod on
as of old, keeping their inherited follies,
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gent hearer; '* Po yot not think that I went
of the cheapest furniture, miserable cooker y
pretty deep to-day?” The: man answered,
of poor food, very imperfect attendance,
“Yey sir,too deep for you brought up mud.”
with whole regiments of voracious, mos—==A full stomach-eanses-a-dull brain.
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down over the fleshby day and by night,
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it from

being ruined by. the

Proy- steady deposits of the Nile. There is an
addition to enormous quantity of the land, even of the
the |
ta, lying crowdedy
with undeveloped
5 uitfulness ; and

there

the

wealth

they are closed; horses stamping in the sta-

lies,

bles just below the lodging-room, donkeys
+drowning the voice with their perpetual
braying, dragomans dogging the steps
whenever one appears in sight, and human
dirt and disfigurement everywhere. - There
are indeed some more curious and pictur-

‘generation after generation, while. poverty
cries unanswered in its’ hunger and nakedness, and ignorance walks blindly on unM..
at Silcen(
and others J
he particular
particular toto give i able to possess the lamp of knowledge.
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The readers of the Star will remember
confessedly superior iff general intelligence | that Mr. Roebuck was one of the members
and special fitness for positions of trust ; and of the English Parliament who fraternized
LYet hy bribery and threat, by petty annoy- i| with the South during the.rebellion.’ "A fow
ances and official disdain, the benches are | weeks ago he delivere d an address in Shefsought to be emptied and the teachers driv- ficld, as a candidate for re-election as. M. P.
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«Abide

sustained by the American missionaries, are |

2, 1868.

Us?

en out discouraged from their fields of labor.
The government and the public sentimeng
here are hard to deal with.
They sre at
once 3 magazine of intense and bitter prej-

Gm

‘The tender light is fading where

We pausé and linger still;
And through the dim and saddened air

{use his utmost
endeavors, * during. the
American conflict, to bring about a war heudices -and a buttress of stolid conserva- F ween England and the United States,in ortism piled higher than the pyramids. - Only der to promote the slaveholders’ rebellion.

‘We feel the evening chill,’

Long did’st thou jougney with us, Lord.
Ere we thy face did know;

the pluck, the

Oh, still thy fellowship afford,

The splendor of the noontide lies
L)

On other paths than ours;

"The dews that lave yon fragrant skies
© Will not revive our flowers.
‘It is not now as in the glow
Of life’s impassioned heaf,
When to the heart there seemed to flow

All that of earth was sweet.
Something has faded, something died,

Without us and within:
‘We more than ever need a guide,
Blinded and weak with sin.
The weight is heavy that we bear,

~ Stay with us, gracious Saviour, stay,
While friends and hopes depart:
Fainting, on thee we wish to lay

Our life, our truth, our way;
"Night dawn to endless day.

—XN. Y. Evening Post.

Letter,

The crossing of the Mediterranean seems
like taking a journey of 2000 years backward toward the creation. Southern Europe
appears old to an American, who has seen
_ great cities grow up where he roamed

through the wilderness in his boyhood, and
who has been accustomed to class everything
a hundred years old among the antiquities. But Egypt makes Rome stand
for a modern city, and itis so far behind
London and Paris ‘that the Franks are

thought of as living under an entirely difForce-pumps to
disgust the men

who carry it off in goat-skins, or drive an
| ox around the circle and so make him lift
it in the revolving jars; the steam-plow
- appears a heartless monster to the laborers

who have so long run their sharp sticks
along the surface of the soil, and then
broken up the lumps with mattocks; and
many of the driversof camels and donkeys,
puzzled, jealous and fearing for their occupation, see the locomotive sweeping by with
its freight of men or of merchandise, and
insist that it must be the devil that so law-

lessly and defiantly dashes up and’ down
the country.

_ There are some intelligent and enterprising men among the natives of the Eadt who
appreciate the new and fresh elements of:
life which are working their way into Egyp-tian trade and agriculture and commerce.
The progressive spirit of Mehemet Ali lives
yet'in other minds. The stimulus given to

culture of cotton here by.the falling off
from

ply.

dia,

Bo shall our loss be turned to gain,

the supply

failure,
Disinterested and
servers agree that it is an

America,

intelligent obundertaking of

believe

the commerce of England with British In-

Abide with us, dear Lord, remain,

the profits

which it has yielded, the influx of money,
the advance in the prices of skilled and even

overland,

has

been

increased

many

‘| fold, and is sure to increase still more rapidly hereafter. Already have eommienced
-the running of the locomotives from . Cairo
up the valley of the Nile, and soon Upper
Egypt will be brought within a few hours

are certainly not without their influence upon thinking minds.
‘But the Egyptian spirit aiid practice. are,

in general,

eminently conservative.

currents of life have so long flowed

The
in the

same channels that they cannot be diverted
without difficulty...«They cling to their an-

cient paths like the waters ofthe Nile, The
old appears both more sacred and hetter
than’ the new,

For forty centuries the peo-

ple have lived on mainlyin the same methods, floding

them adequate ;—why should

they change now?

They know

newer countries have rocked

with

that

the

revolu-

tions, and to them revolutions seem frelghted

only with disasters,

And, Benes afraid

~—Every 7H Christian is one of God’s
lamps in thisdark world; nor must we

wonder if the Lord sometimes

applies the

snuffers that we may give the clearer light.
-—=+-Did we as ministers more frequently
bemoan our unlikeness to Christ and our
unfaithfulness to him whose ambassadors
we profess ‘to be, we should perhaps find
less timo and occasion to grumble over the
want of sympathy and support of our ,people.
—In a little’ while the faithful minister
will stand before his J udge "and Saviour,
and it will then not in the Yonst detract from

his crown of glory that his fellow worms
have failed to

render dae

honors

pensation,

and com-

_ J. HAYDEN.

irr)
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Our New at % correspondent has sent uy an

immense amound of material in the fona ofnotes
taken of tho proceedings of the Convention. re‘cently held. during three days in. New York,

‘They would be intefesting published fu full just
as they

are) but 'to-padlish

them

thus

would

make it necessary to carry the work along for
two or three weeks. We must therefore draw
from his .ample

materials and elsewhere

a few

things that may suggost: the spirit of the meeting.
~The attendance was large throughout, and
yépresentatives appeared from a great momberof
‘states. My, D. LI. Moody, of Chicago, was chos‘en texaporary chairman, and Dr. Howard Crosby
permanent President.
The
topics
discussed

were numerous and practical, as the following
list will show. The discussion upon each topic
was opened by a designated «peaker, who was
allowed twenty minutes. Other speakers were
‘allowed: five ' minutes. Fach discussion was
limited to an hour and a half, at the expiration
of which the topic wag yeferred to 8 committee.

The following

were the topics, and the speakers

appointed ‘to open them, most of whom’ were
présent;—in the absence of the designated partysome one wus selected from the attendants, or
the theme was at once taken up by the Convention:
;
Ilow can the Christian activities of the entire
memhership of any particular church be best organized and developed f—Rev. Dr, J. T. Duryea,
of Brooklyn.
How
can the people in the rural districts be
reached by gospel influences >—RewnCliester Hol-

combe, of Atlanta, Ga.

. -*

How
and by w hom. can open-air services be
held most profitably =D. L, Moody, ofv Chicago.
‘Who should engage. in lay" preaching, and how ?
—Dr. Howard Osgood.
Woman's work in the church: —Rev. George
Washburne, Constantinople.
Why do so many churches fail to reach the

poor P—Rev. CyrusD. Foss,

Schools,
The best method of conducting Sabbath
S

—Ralph Wells, Esq.

A Short Sermon.

ow

Under this heading arcorrespondent of
Ziows Herald sends the following pithy and
practical thoughts to all svhom they may
concern. We cheerfully help the preacher
to an audiente :

By what means can we reach those who do
not come to our churches !—D. L. Moody.
The ‘work of Young
Men’s Christian’ Associa
.tions.—Cephas Brainard.
How to make the Week Day services of the
churches effective for spiritual purposes?—Rev.
Henry ‘Ward Beecher.
The possibility of ev angelizing the * whole
world within the present century.—Rev., N. G.
Clarke,

Ih this it says:

“The spectacle of Mr. Roebuck essaying
to stop the growth of the United States
would be an interesting subject for some
expert pencil. Bat what is the uncontroiled power about which he is alarmed? The
power to give 160 acres of land as a free
gift to every poor emigrant ? The power to
give every citizen the privilege of taking
part m the affairs of government? The
power of giving a free education, a free career,and the certainty of prosperity to all the

young

of ‘the community ? The power to

of the nation are upon this Convention.
Away
out on the plains of Illinois, and on the plains of
if I could only talk or pray like that!” And
Kansas, they are .lookirg for blessings from it.
because youn can’t do as-well as they do, in | Why should we not have ‘an outpouring of the
nine cases out of ten you sit still and do Holy Spirit asin ’57. And why not the begin-°
ning here?
Let us devote a moment to silent
nothing. You don’t envy them? Perhaps
prayer.”
3
not. Thank God for it. You are terribly
The stillness is that of the sileni, motionless
tempted to do so at any rate.
] multitude, more still than the peopleless solitude,
where some breath or movement of nature is
"4 Pd be little and unknown.”
heard or felt. Iere seems not a breath or moYou know better. All your life you've
tion, the soul and life of all retired beyond the
been longing and trying to be greater and perception of outw ard sense, to the deep within.
better known, and if you've Toft any means Such unanimity of stillness in all these Liundreds!
Irom this breaks forth the hymm in coruntried laziness and not humility was at
respondent unanimity of ardent voices—

are'saying away down

in

your

heart, “0

the bottom of your neglect.
“My faith looks up to Thee.”
Sometimes you've tried to cheat yourself
into the belief
you really meant what | On the second topic, Mr. Holcombe said :
God has not placed any one where there is not
you said, when you quoted with so much
unction in the class meeting the words of work for him on the spot. The .time is come
when the laymen should be organized.
Christ
ourtext. You imagine Bro. Smith saying did not say to a particular class, but to all his
to Bro. Brown as they walked away, ‘‘ How disciples, “Go ye into all the world and preach
humble Bro. Jones is!" How it tickled the gospel.” There have been too many gentleyour fancy. How your heart swelled with men Christians,—though every Christian should
‘pride at the thought, and very likely a be a gentleman,—whatis wanted is a working
sharp liftle monitor inside puncgured your Christianity. In our ‘battles it was not so
{ much the officers as the privates that fought
inflated humility !. But Smith didn’t say it. them. The work is to be done by all. In the
He judged you charitably by himself. He South the only Christian work that amounts to
had felt just so... You may have the jewel much, is Bible teachings and Sunday Schools.
These are the work-shops of the Church. AsI
true humility—but you don't desire to be

‘Mission: ‘he
I have ever seen
sailor, a baker, and another
forgotten what. Tho best

was by a blackemith, ‘ths

adit ok ph
was addressed bya
of some | trade, Ihave

sermon 1 ever ‘heard
1181

5

street, meeting of hiy neighborhood. And it
was just-telling them his experience—confessing
what

he was,

when

they knew

him to be a

swearing drunkard, beating his wife; and appealing to their knowledge of him since hie came to.
Christ—no swearing, no drunkenness, no beating
of that good Wife since he had come to know
Jesus. “Yes, yes, Jim, it is so, it is'#0,” answered associdtes and

acquaintances

of his for-

mer evil life, toars streaming down their hard
faces. .We want men of all sorts for this work.
If you want to get to the common heart .you
‘must come to it through one of its class,

;

‘ The fourth topic was introduced
by Dr. Crosby, who dealt with the subject in a direct and effective way.
‘He-said: The question

lay-preaching?

is not, Ave we

to have

That is settled. But how, when,

| where, by whom?

Not private religious conver--

sation, which is less

than preaching;

nor argu-

mentative doctrinal
discourse, which is more
than preaching; but proclaiming the gospel toan

assembly.

Call it preaching, and

not in defer-

ence to prejudice, talk or exhortation. Who shall

do it? All?* No.

Why

clesiastical authority?

not?
No.

want

of ec-

But because

For

all are

not called of God to it. - How do we know

this?

By their lack of the qualifications.
These are,
1. The desire to glorify Jesus, not self; 2. A loud voice; 8. Force and animation; 4. Tact and
common sense; 5. Magnetic power and sympa«.
thy; 6. Habits of observation and, powerof illustration; 7. Natural warm-heartedness—all hearers have hearts, not all have heads; 8, Seeking
and having the Holy Spirit. How?
1. Biblical
ly and argumentatively § 2. In hortatory rather
than doctrinal way, though fall of the one great
doctrine of the Cross; 3. With the preparation
of thought and prayer; 4, Without pause; b.
Aiming at immediate results, to bring souls to.
Christ, if possible, then and there.
‘When?
Only on the Sabbath? No, but at virious times, when. people are resting,or work-

ing, and at various hours on the Sabbath,

some-

times in regular hours of service.
On-the- fifth topic Rev. Geo. Washburne
of
Constantinople said: The theory that woman has
no distinctive work in the church, deprives the
church in America of three-fourths of its preper
working power. s. It is not from unwillingness on
the part of women to work—witness her work
in the war.
Ask the Christian Commission. Ask
the soldiers, Ask the thousands of the poor and
despised people who have been raised up to-manhood and womanhood by our mothers and sisters.
Whatever work a woman can do better than a
man can do it, that is woman’s work.
Notice

how many of the

co-workers with

the Apostles

were women.
Read the Epistles to Timothy,
"There was the office of Deaconess in’ the Apostolic church.
It was to care for the poor, the
widows and orphgus, visit the sick and afilicted,
teach the gospel where ministers :eould not go,
and carry out the Brineiples of Christian love
and beneficence towards all, It is a shame that
in this age
of
the church this office is withheld
| from woman.
Ii is time it was restored.
If
deacons had the heart to do this work of the deaconess, they yet could not doit,
In our Poorhouses, Jails, Iospitals and Benevolent Institutions, noman can do the work that woman can
do. There should be fifty women in the work
where there is one. Another branch of woman's
work is the Home and Foreign Mission fields.
In the Fast the greatest obstacle to missionary
work is in the ignorance and superstition of the
women.
In the education of the children they
‘weave about them the webs of heathen influence
50 hard to be overcomé.
They so control the
children and are torments to their husbands in
their attempts to become Christians.
The only
missionaries who can have access to these women, must be women.
Places should he instituted
for training women for Christizn work, and to
which they may return and have a home when
they are disabled.
These points ate met in the

feed the peopleof Europe from the wheat
fields of the West? The power to keep the
Lancashire wheels revolving, by the cotton
of the seaports of the Mediterranean. If bales which made Liverpool rich in the
the Turkish government becomes cotpera- transit ? The power to feed -many a worktive, it will receive strength and gain a new man in Sheflield by the demand for the
lease of life; if" it keeps up a dogged resist-’ cutlery in which that busy town excels P?
With reference to Mr. Roebuck’s asserance, there is no fate before it but to be ovinstitution of the Romish sisterhood.
erborne, die speedily and be given over to tion that there would have been no war, the
Mr. McDougal,of Montreal: The great strength
burial.
Star says: ‘He knows not’ of what he is
of the Romish church lies in the nunneries. The
Christian works of their sisterhood sustain a
The effect of the stimulus given to the talking. Had his wishes been carried out,
character for their church against all that would,
cotton-trade’and culture is very perceptible| nothing could have saved the world from
without this,” destroy its power for influence.
stood
on
the
deck
of
a
ship
yet
on
the
stocks
at
here. Money is plenty, it is earned more ‘one of the most horrible of convulsidns in little and unknown.
i
‘
Against all that is objected to its eorruptions,
Charleston,
the
captain
but
raised
his
hand
as
easily and spent more freeely than formerly, which the Southern States would neither
II. You CouLBN'r.
You can be little.
the devotedness of these women is placed.
No
the signal; and the great vessel moved majestic-the natives are becoming shrewder bargain- have won their independence, nor the great- Perhaps you are so. If not, all you have ally into its destined element. .-So easy a thing amount of loathsomeness, contagion,or danger
ers, and their knavery takes more frequent- ness of America been permanantly injured ; to do to become so is to be mentally and it seemed. ButJooking back to the cause of this of any kind deters them from their works of
charity and devotion.
A system that should:
ly the money-making ;direction. Franks but in which the commerce of France, Eng- spiritually idle. IT am afraid you have £ffect, a
the long laborious process
of the construction and preparation, the felling have all the goad and none of the evil of the Rom(a term applied indiscriminately tto Europe- land and America, which now blesses both’ always been so. You can be unknown.
of the’ timber in the forest, the choppings, hew- ish sisterhood should be instituted in ‘the evanans and Americans), are generally Suppos- hemispheres, would have been ruined for Sloth will change you into a human jellygelical church,
ings and shapings, the forging of the spikes and
generations.”
Itis
a
noble
testimony,
and
ed to be rich, and are regarded as perfectly
fish, and nobody will care toknow anything bolts and bands, and heard the ring of anvils and
But these extracts must be eut short. The faillegitimate game tobe plucked by as many the statement is"as true as it is fearless.
about you. ‘You wof’t be worth knowing. sounds of saws and hammers. So by Bible in- ure of-our churches to reach the peor @hd the
WwW. H,
persons as can get a hand into the feathers.
You can live and die unnoticed by anybody
struction and Sunday School work are to be ac- reasons therefor, called out many strong words
A supposed Englishman or American will
but God—and he notices even jelly-fish. complished the great results that are sought. against ‘the false pride of the poor, the pew sysMr. Grant, of Boston. Ministers cannot do tem and preaching from manuseript,—some of
frequently be charged two or three times as
God has a care for jelly-fish too, but I don't.
Chips.
this work. All Christians must engage in it. whigh were wise and some foolish. Dr. Crosby
much for an article, at the stihd or in the
think
he
prizes
them
much
in‘any
true
senso
v
’
RR
1
‘There was the raising of a heavy frame of a said that} in looking out for the poor, the rich,
bazaars, as a native. A party of us-sent a
~——On_ what does the success of the of the word prize. He ** accepts,” * prizes,” ‘building. The last portion, the most difficult, often still greater sinners, must not be forgotten.
dragoman, the other day, to engage pas- preacher depend? Is it the accomplish- in every nation him that feareth God and was partly reared when the force could Jift it no On the third day a great crowd attended to hear
sage over the Nile and back. He made a ments of axt? Did the successof the disci- worketh righteousness. He who- worketh farther. - It could not be let back withouberush- Mr. Beecher speak,as he did at length on the
contract for $2,50,—a pretty round sum

tainly.

cer-

After we had got into the boat,and

were just being pushed off, we were told
"that we must pay $4,00, as the boatman
didn’t know that it was a party of Franks;
but having féund out that they had ‘rich passengers,they must have the additfonal $1,50,
The altercation which’ ensued is indegeribable ; and provoking and rascally as was the
fare-ap and the delay, it became supremely
ludicrous as the dispute waxed warm, and

pleas became urgent,and the bantering rose

to be vociferous, and the faces flushed,

and

the gestures got impassiondd, and the Arabic gutturals andiaspirates stuck and sput-

unskillful labor, the great commercial proj- tered in the distended throats, We conects of the French and English capitalists, | quered; not however by discoursingof jusol

should be acknowledgand independent states.

by us during the war, gave a report of this
speech a 1 inserted a long editorial in re-

The completion of the line of railway to
| Suez has greatly enlarged the amount of
business transacted here.
By this mieans

The burden of our heart.

in

the Southern states

Frenchmen.
Frenchmen, who see national
glory at the end of it, admit no prospective

it can be carried through, and that, sooner
or later; it will be; they are now becoming
sanguine respecting the present attempt.

We long for sweet repose.

the

Mr. R. replied that all he asked: was that

men from the distant East
search for the infant Jesus
worship him,will not really
hasten to do him honor?

3
City
N ational Chri istian Sony ention. | |LY,meetings

tke impulse of a higher religious faith, Mis reason for asking this was his belief
which enter into this moder n assault upon that ‘“ the American peopl&by and by will
The organization and work of city missions, .
the ancient regime, would IRoRcadeqa: we to be so numerous that they will be all power“1°d be little and unknown,
The opening was
impressive.
Our corres
Loved and pvizel by God alone.”
a triumph,
ful among mankind,” and he wished to
pondent says:
~~ Wesley tinker red.
The Suez Canil project is spoken of in prevent the United States from having that
A Business Committee is appointed, and Mr.
1. You wourLpN'T.~~You are not so hum-| Moody proposes that, while they are out prevaried terms. Generally the natives pro- immense uncontrolled power, which they
nounce it impossible. Thatis not strange ; would probably use improperly: He said “ble as you pretend—and in yéur Soul you paring reports, the congregation devote thirty
seeing that no such gigantic achievement that, if the course he proposed had been know it. One of the things that troubles minutes to prayer for the descent of the Holy
marks any modern era of Egyptian history. taken, the blockade would have been brok- you most is the fact that you can’t be as Spirit on the Convention. The hymn,
Englishmen speak of it more or less as a | en, the civil war would have closed, and big as ¢‘ the biggest toad in the puddle,” if
“Come oly Spirit,”
sort of Quixotic enterprise. That is not to | no war with England wguld have follow- not the ¢ biggest toad” himself. When you is'sung in a spirit not the less earnest and feeling
hear the ¢ gifted” Brother Aquila or the
be wondered at, for John Bull is always ed.
for its familiarity.
Mr. Moody says: “The eyes
slow to award great ability of any kind to | The Morning Star, which always stood “fluent” Sister Priscilla exhort or pray, you

great magnitude and difliculty, but

Our strength more feeble grows;
Weary with toil and pain and eare,

ferent dynasty of ideas.
raise water from thé Nile

persistence, the

ties, the deSire ‘for national prestige, and | ed as sovereign

For passed is many a beauteous field
Beside our morningroad;
And many a fount to us is sealed
=.
That once so freshly flowed.

Life in Egypt.—A

energy, the

gold, the ambition, the commercial nccessi-

While dark the shadows grow.

©

{ for that town.
At the close of the address,
|{ a Mr. Wilmot asked Mr. R. if: he did not

—=If wise
made diligent
that they might
wise men now

|

1868.

ples in casting out devils depend on art, or
on the power of faith? He who leads souls to
Christ has-devils to endounter that no art
can vanquish. - Those who have been suc-

honest man

whose defects are superficial,

———1In no condition of life can a reasonable excuse. for impiety be found. Was the
wickedness of the world increased an hun-

dred fold, and wero

all our surroundings

averse

with

ment of departure.

friends set against our walk with God with

preferred ten deadly hate and opposition, it would not be-

They

not fail to beg for * bucksheesh”

to make

up the deficiency, they probably chuckl
over theirliberal pay when they sat down a

night over their leeks

and tobacco, their

coarse bread and their muddy water dipped
from among the filth of the Nile.
, But every

where

prices

are

high,

and

great—see

deeds

Matt. xx.

will make

26, 27,—and

him known.

God

Satan to God in all ages of the church, tell make the most of yours.lf for God and
us that “this kind goeth out only by prayer mah, you will not be loved and prized by
anybody.
a
and fasting. ””
III. You SunouLpx'r. If you were Robin~The deceiver applies himself wholly son Crasoe you might innoceptly he little
to the artof pleasing,thetefore he will often
and unknown. But you are not, His little
be more popular, until exposed, than. the Juan Fernandez was bounded by the great

ting short the Babel dispute

shillings to nothing ; and though they sighed
with a pathetic ludicrousness over their
hard fate while we were at hand, and did

his

be

loves and prizes most those whom men
love and prize most. So then you see if
cessful in leading’ souls from the power of you're little and unknown—if you don't

tice and honor and good faith, but by cut

a rove-

will

to godliness, and

did

our

nearest

fore God justify ugein swerving in the least
degree from the path of rectitude.

Our

sluggish

souls are benefited

more by the stimulantsof expectation than
by the enjoymentof possession,
~——Unless the Christian's face be set as a

ocean that sent him out fromall fellowship

with hiskind.
of the

Yourisland i$ in. the midst

great ocean:

of humanity, toiling,

suffering, dying, doubting, groping blind
humanity. Its boundaries are but the meas -

uge of your power to bring rest, cdmfort,
faith, light, and so life. Your own’ qveds
aad your ‘brother's needs cry to you/to be
great in overcoming evil and in doing good ;
to make yourself known by loving words
and loving deeds—by earnest'whole-souled
work for God and “man. Ifyou are little

and unknown it will be because you are too
cowardly to stand up for the truth, or too
selfish to sacrifice for it, or too lazy to work

flint toward the everlasting prize he will, ror it, or too insensible to care for it. Go
surely find fnany ‘an opportunityto res to work, not, for the sake of being known,
turn.”
tut for the sake @f good. Dig up yout

comparatively unsettled. Inflation and irburied talent and begin to4rado upon it, or
~The Christian has many SOYTOWs as. |
regularity prevail, as they prevailed in Cal- he reviews the pastcand sees how" little you'll find yourself little ahd unknown in
ifornia-fifteon years sinoe, ae they prevail’ he has done for Tis Lord, ile looks forward results at the reckoning day.
J

ing the men.

stood looking

The

old men

and

boys

that had

on -took hold—and still it could

not be carried up. The master-workman
on the women-spectators, saying, if you

called
wowd

‘have your-husbands and sons return home alive,
take hold, They did=-and the timbers went up.
It must be so in this cause of the gospel.
Upon the third topic, Mr. Xoody

said:

Any. man who loves the salvation of ‘his fellow
men can preach in the open air. The London
butcher, Henry Varley, is one of the most suc-

cessful preachers in the world.

Ile goes outand

preaches by candle-light.
Out West some of the
best lay preachers we have are farmers,
Some
of out hest sermons are preached on “dry-goods
boxes for pulpits.
Some’
of our most useful
preachers, two or three years ago, thought they

could not open their mouth in a prayer meeting.
Now they love the work. In the Bible we see
God takes Elisha from behind twelve yoke of

tenth topic.

lis suggestions

are thus epitomized

by a correspondent of one of our exchanges :
The elements of a good prayer meeting are:
I. Moral. (a.) A church must be educated into
the spirit. (b.) Prayers may be sung if not said.
(e.) Good taste, order, apd grammar are not essentials,
:
IT. Social. (a.) The universal priesthood of believers must be rfecegnized.
(b.) Naturalness.
(¢.) Conversational character in the exercises.

111, Physical.

(a.) Contiguity, * which being

translated means sitting together.”
(b.) Rigorous adherence to the hour.
(e.) A constant, uninterfupted movement of some kind from begin-

ning to end.
This skeleton was cloth&d vith solid flesh, and

infused with the

speaker’s own life and

power.

Whoever got this address, if nothing else besides

it, willbe

repaid for attending

the Convention.

Calculated to be practically helpful, both to pastor ahd people, it ought to be printed and eireuThe Plymouth church
lated in all our churches.

oxen,
to do his work.
Any man that has the
| Bpirit of God can preach in the open air. Christ
prayer meeting has an ayerage. attendance of
called the persons we w vould not have thought of
From 800 to 1000, and Mr. Beecher spoke on this
to preach the gospel.
It is not réquired that a-

Bishop

lay his hands on a man before he can

preach,

Bishops

are

good,

but

what

shall we

topic from experience, and hence with authority.
On the whole, the Convention was earnest in

do when we cannot get them out to preach spirit, elevatéd in tone, and animated by a truly
among the poor? A light-house is a good thing, religious fervor. There were some extravaganbut better have a tallow candle than no light at "ces, and more or less crudity, a bit of headlong
all. The world of souls is perishing for want of zeal, and now and then a little something that
the knowledge of Christ. I would rather preach wore the semblance of impatience and pharisee«
to the multitude on a vacant lot than to a church” ism "but tise displays were not prominent, and

full of empty péWwe.

Richard Weaver [in Eng-

land], called out of the coal mines, is doicg a
wonderful work. Ned Carter could get a theater

packed with thieves, that

no ‘ong’ else could

touch.
Rev. G. J. Miogius, Buperingendent of the N.

the real healthful quickening received by the ate

tendants immensely

outweighs

the cost, the in-

discreyo
and the disdavantages of every sort.
It was = expression of awaking life whers it
1s needed, and it will be widely felt as fquickening force and a spiritual blessing.
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: A faith- the propriety of paying up arreats, eslives, and an effort to purchase a location | er, we see him rising above the weakness of | is repeated daily in every school.
among the untaught and the lowly.
in debt.some
preach- pecially Whe Hho church
a
also
is
who
inspector,
sehool
ful
|
excitéwithout
pride,
without
humanity,
|
defeated
was
which
country,
Bassa
the
in
|
character
early
our
"By this feature of

ommumcations.

|
T%.
—=— | an opportunity of illustrating the elevating
. | inffuence of Christianity - was afidtded us,
Rise: of the F. Baptists.
"| 4nd it was worthily ‘improved. By (diffus:
Su
/
. |ing among the masses, through life and
CARES Him ostomy.

salary
| er,visits every school once a month, keep- | ten, fifteen,or twenty dollars on theIn,
| ing a daily journal which he reads on his of his predecessor. i
"
:
——
A training school for Santal
| return.
..
3
| teachers has been in operation at ‘Midna-

natives to the | ment and without fear. What king or monwas purchased, archof this world ever dared to proclaim
colonists were | the only weapon of his authority to be the
the coast. They truth, or torely solely on the moral faculties

by the attachment of the
-slavetrade, Cape Mesurado
andon Jan, 7, 1821, the
landed on a low island near

| BY
of the life that nowis and of that | and discouraged, but under the conduct of | sword. Jesus was not destitute ofof Jempoomise
it. He | The
which is to come,” the denomination doubly | Elijab-Johnson,.one-of-theirnumber, who | ral.power.... He was independent

|

We
oe
~The Freewill Baptist Shirch has been;i

:

rintingpresses
print

!have

1
been

:

-

New York correspondent
‘‘Burletheigh,”
always writes

| of the Boston Journal, who

interesting letters even when their taste is
doubtful and their statements will not bear

:

a

scrutiny, furnishes the following:

The fact that Gen. Grant passed a Sabbath

!

-

SPost Chaplain SM Sued neawhin

hough

a slave, | and the establishment of a dominion which | and edch day changed—and it takes more

He was born

scale.

the social

enlightened. « They

churches

our

and largeness of our: contributions to the | were

:

45 ———

*1

prominent. parts of the |

undertook | places in the most

;
=

te

—
and Religion.

Our. Presidents

| .

:
:

2

&

Gh

a

of the empire of darkness | city, four of which are occupied each day— | at West Point and did not attend thurch,

wanting in power to raise. themselves in | th subjection

need not hesitate to assert the importance | By the inherent power of Christ's religion

this alone he

With

are not | was truth.

his Gateeris4 proof that his race

the faults of Christian sects.

consideration, we | men, corrects

of our early history into

|

twelve

are

There

intelligence and energy of character; and | gych instruments of powers His weapon |

Taking all the circumstances | pe] that civilizes heathen and barbarons

i

hard and

at work sil these years, print-hersphere, an educational factor of superi- | plessed , them. Colléeting & membership | had been left as a temporary Governor,they | knew that if it were necessary to accom- | constantly Holy
Scriptures, hymn-books,
the
ing
|
heavfrom
call
could
he
mission,
his
plish
|
to
work
to
went
and
Cape
the
to
removed
with
. or and even remarkable power. By the of unlearned men and filling them
|en “more than twelve legions of an- | tracts, and other religious reading, and
“+
© way in which God hasled her she has been | the spiritof Christ, she allowed that leaven make themselves homes." ©
was the Amer- | gels," —enough to have assured him of the | at the same time,by working for the Eng-|
made a very effective aid to the cause of ed- | to ferment until it raised ministers and | The fitst society inthe field
have been earning their
ican Baptist Missionary Union, and their | overthrow of the vast empire of the Cw-|lish Government,
ucation. We may claim, in modesty, to | people together up toan intelligent app
yearly to carry on misdollars
of
hundreds
|
multithe
armed
have
might
he
Or
sors.
|
a
have equaled in this department of labor | ciation of books, study and schools. The | first missionary was Rev. Lott"Carey,
:
operations.
sionary
|
no
of unusual | de that followed- him. He needed
for men, the success of much’ larger Chris- | presence of truth is reformatory. Thé gos- devoted Christian and a man
regular prea

Selection 8

Ma

about

It now numbers

of, the | pore for five years.

had no need

He

sick | of his subjects?

‘had suffered fearfully, and many were

‘having

godliness,

Scriptural

teaching,

tian bodies.

with

fail to impress his church and people

As'a veform- | daily secret prayer, and’ the Lord's prayer

it began | tempt to settle in Sherbto, which cost many | deemed essential to royalty.

pS

T

EY

VE

SR

-

®

y

AE

extend from “sea to sea and from the | than u trifle to keep Mr. B., Mahes and | erally. Is'is somewhat yma Frotinat
elevation of men through the culture of | gradually ascended to broader views, en- | 30d after earning and paying“ $850 for his | should
oes dene of the _. | Mudhu Das away from the privilege of = Sars Agi i Ehown Po
ashin,
| larged their undertakings, threw off sus- pelo, he olusalaR self eo ah rent riversto the ends of the earth.”
: wh

thie ms. oe

roclaiming

his kingdom

of

ce the

Y®

to]

crucified

him

and

Christ

success
can no Shieh: Ho
fu lo De who 2 in the “region and shadow of bos been a Sop
to Peter,
declared
He
(conve
|
white
many
to
intelligence
in
superior
the
|
with
and
schools,
of
the borty
ay
a : of
Topresont
R
mR
|g)
much
home
get
has planted and held as many schools, in De to
often
they
though
death,”
of
rock will I build my church;and the gates
office.
sacred
the
occupy
who
men
semendowed
and
planted
hands
own
their
|
amply
as
orhas
proportion to its numbers,
was made
free-thinker. An attempt

exhausted.

life-giving

the

that

not return void.”
their la- | of hell have indeed assailed it. The hosts “shall
church has met and | 1822, and immediately commenced
dénied that we have not madeas liberal | Tne FreewilltheBaptist
Between thirty and forty
The following | of men and devils have combined ¢¢ against|
prejudices of ignorance,— bors among the colonists.

use of the press for the

sake

of imparting | suffered from

~

1

1

V

minister

unlearned

by y first awakening the desire for | For six y years he sustained)

sducated

is an exception, and

when Jeforatniwas bh Hho ostablis to make

have

I

oo

“Zenanas

and

from

.ralls-

establihd

the

uth

.

Sruveliig

aud;Lh

) Joho 1

to.

His persistent
doctrine.
thatState
be
him to opposition
religion- caused
Sabbath School, ; which | aed as an infidel. Mrs. Madison was

have found Christ.
God itself. | mestic solitudes
e.
Then there isi the

a

alone shows no | numbers just the same as the Sabbath con- | communicant at the Episcopal Church. Her

himself most of the | fallen; Christ's. kingdom

learning. Her aspirations have not been this mission, providing
io
a8 Am
DIStEr
;
:
to decay. | gregation, about a hundred, the well atin which education is essential to respecta- |; ii1jed into her from without; they have | resources by which it was kept alive, and | signs of weakness, no tendenty
bility. A peculiar feature of the education- grown up within her. . She has gone to | giving direction and characterto all its op- | From the outlook of to-day, it not “only | tended prayer meetings, the school for the
al work of the Freewill Baptist church has those destitute of interest in the subject and | erations. In the midst of his hopes and | stands more broadly extended than ever | ignorant native Christian women, with
been its niissionary nature,

Bpissopal

do- | State. This sermon converted Jefferson to

unshaken ; | for believing that some souls in these

: i
and |
of | Human empires have arisen, flourished

int

word

But | been opened to female ‘missionaries, and | presence of Jefferson, on what he called
The | we have the fullest and sweetest . evidence | the ** incestuous connection of Church and

kis anointed.”
instruction as others, It is not true thatas | of jgnorance acting as the instructor of | yeara church was formed, and in 1824 a |the Lord, and against disappointed.
any children have gone forth from Free- | ninds and consciences. She has educated | house of worship was erected. Of this | they have been utterly

pastor, his | church of Christ stands to-day
will Baptist families, in the last fifty years, | porself away from every prejudice hurtful | church Mr. Carey became to theSierra
Leone. | as firmly based as the throne of
removed
having
associate
|
She
body.:
missionary
a
as
work,
her
to
on
3s
le Bile Sos
: Ta
:
ined: the interest
i
ari
re
i
i
i
of
an,
1
(

a

who | styled

by him

is declared

It

The gates | ‘‘cannof lie”

not for an hour.

No,

in February, | failed?

Teage, arrived in Monrovia

!

is it to be | their membership.

Nor

and wealthier churches.

final

the

Of

preacher,

e

accep

an

im

e.

Mr. Carey and his colleague, Rev. Collin | 1,611 shall not prevail against it.” Has it thus

of |

for the. education

inaries and colleges

older

as

endowed those under her control,

m

‘which

con-

of culture, became

icion and jealousy

denomination

betrue that the

not

may

v

a member

Monroe was

husband was not.

chusetts, heid a pew in the Second Presbyawakened it; to those unfavorable to edu- | plans for the benefit of his race, and while | pefore, but gives promise of greater con- | the general Christian air of this partof the | terian
Churchin Washington, of which he
very
the
up
make
to
go
these
—all
place;
|
the
towards
strides
grander
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quests
|
Govof
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important
the
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unand there he worshiped
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a
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|
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field,”
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a
of
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earth.
whole
the
fill
shall
| ernor, he was killed by the accidental ex- | period when it

this

peculiarity has come her extraordinary success... Not among those whom popular
' Christian sentiment,
opulence, family pride
Se

ground infaver of the broadest culture; to
| til his death. Ina violent snow storm I
|
be divine, and the | meant discouraging.
those whohad no schools, no seminaries, no | plosion of a quantity of gun-powder. His | Such an institution must
Shyreh, oe Sunday,
say lin wilig
over
all
things
these
So, as we look
Emmanuel, « God withus.”
‘and pulpit influences have invited, not to colleges, and who more than questioned work was short, but the agencies which he founder of it, of every Christian that tests | right on the ground, our souls revive and | one of the seven: persons who composed
eye
the
Let
|
say forced, to enter on the pursuit of | their influence on religion, and stimulated established have survived” him. He had
that morning. He never
the congregation

.

>

x.

parish, buf nota commuof an Episcopal
Joh! Suincy 2 Se
Hn

\
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:

:

jder’ that he is: a| we « “thank” » God and take courage.
hese. Iilines, consider
more,
upon these
eral Jackknowledge,
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Se
read
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number
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to advance and | Sept. ! 23. As we came out from the Solu a regular attendant es Nid
and
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with
patronize
worker together
die untaught, have | five years, to build, endow and
destined to live and
in the Second
fhe | mornings. He worshiped
our educational efforts, for the most part, with pupils, schools of every grade, than | English. Among these was a young man of build up this kingdom. Oh! pause and ask,— | narrow lane leading from the house of
quarrel with
his
within the last twenty- | opened several : schools i among the natives,

been expended. The denomination has
come to the aid of men inclined to yield to

circumstances unfavorable
tion of learning,

to the acquisi-

any other people of equal numbers and the Vey tribe, who a few years afterwards
means in the land. Having trained her | invented an alphabet in which his native
she

them,

taught

Collin Teage was recalled from Sierra

bestow the means by which their necessi- |

|ter of a crowd, his stand to-night being

1
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He then left

the pastor about Mrs. Eaton.

great

the heart of the Son

people to desire and aspire to an intelligent | language has been extensively written and

and delivered them from | Christian life,

ignorance.

Have 1 a heart that beats in sympathy
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MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
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* | imperative and has been too much over- | everything that ties him-up to the evan- ‘leave him to the ‘‘tender mercies” of his
locked. Life is wanted in the pulpit even gelical system; and Mr. Johnson is set forth enemies, or they also will be proscribed.
-{ more than learning.
Too much emphasis’ ag anhpnést free-thinker, whose mind re- For with close communinists concurrence
cannot be put upon the idea that every spects logicih its inethods, and who honor- in excluding all open communionists from
prerequisite to the
Christianis called to be a laborer with God. ably stands by the bond not to make the /n- fellowship is als
EN
Lord's
table.
Drie,
of Springfield,
who
dependent
a
positive
and
open
advocate
of
his
GEORGET. DAY, - . + . «| The aim in effort cannot be too direct and
J.M. BREWSTER. . . . . Jualor Editor.
steady, and the toiler that does not look for rationalistic views, but whose pervasive inf has publicly spoken for toleration, Doctors
CHR
AE
results is sure to be weak in faith, unrclia- fluence is manifest in the whole programme Murdock, Neale and Stow, of Boston, Dr.
All communications designed for publication should
which the paper embodies. These protestants Gillette of Washiafton, and others who are
py
addressed to the Bditoryand-alt letters-on business. ble in effort, and will generally gather
from the hig] _notions of
sheaves
of
Chall
Thstoad
of
grain
for
tie
|
condemn the paper foritslack-.of avangel.. knownto.
remittaneesof money, &o., should be addressed.to
their
brethren,
must
be silent, stifle their
ism, and anticipate nothing better but raththe Agent.
*
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“As an indication that Christ's disciples
feel constrained to attempt more and greatNew: Subscribers.
«| er things for the Master; .in ~whase name
SPECIAL PREMIUM.
they are set to bear the word of truth to
——
7
Fes
men
and point wanderers to the way of
To every new subscriber sending us, belife, and as evidences that they are intent’
fore January 1st, 1869, the regular price
on learning how
they may honor both
for the next volume, —two'dollars and fifty
Christ and their calling, we rejgice in such
cents,—we will send the “remainder of the assemblies as the recent one in New York.

er something worse in the future ; they sym-

‘convictions, surrender their liberty, submit

pathize with Mr. Bowen,
the publisher, as a
man who weuld do the proper thing, but is
hampered by; his associates and well nigh
helpless ; they respect Mr. Johnson's capac-

to the rule of intolerance, or they

ity, frankness and honor, while "protesting
against his religious philosophy and his
unfavorable
Tilton
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without hesitation and held up and eommented on with a {reed
ind an emphasis that showed quite as much audacity ‘as
discretion.
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for;

will

extreme

theories,
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were

conditions in spite of their difficulty and the
confessions and self-denials which they may
involve. Christ recognizes all this in insisting upon repentance and faith as the essential steps to discipleship, and Paul has
shown the true philosophy of Christian
growth and real achievement in urging the
disciples not to be weary in well-doing.
He who is too wise to learn, er

too

inflexi-

bleto bend, or too egotistic to admit that
there may be something better than himself
or his methods, oy Jeo devoted to a theory
to deal fairly with facts, or tco much in
| bondage to routine to welcome an influx of
creative life, will probably never be any| thing better than a plodder, and his service
| will have little to show in justification of
Lis stay in the world.
The wisest men are
they who always keep the learner's attitude,
and be wins the truest success who is ever
on the look-out for the directest methods and
the shortest road.
;
It is not alone in the Christian life that
this law prevails. Everywhere men must

‘exalted; the reformed transgressors who
know by experience the animus of the sin-“ners that still remain unreached, were com-

buy with effort what is of real and recogniz-

mended asthe special apostles to these
seats of Satan; and lay preachers and .religious organizations that look simply to

something else than honest and patient toil
may properly be depended on for success.
They want a royal road to scholarship
which may not tax the energy nor weary
the brain. They hope for eminence .of position without developing capacity and

stirring and heroic work, were set forth

as

the chief instruments
for winning America
and all other lands to Christ.
What is the veal truth about all this?
Have the. clergy and the churches generally
overlooked or forgotten or neglected their

ed value.

One of the worst heresies that is

creeping into the minds of the youngis that

character=- Phey covet and expect wealth

through methods that are called shrewd, but
which really involve the elements of gamreal work, so that they deserve this severe bling. But all such methods are cheating
censure, and so must aither be radically in one way or another. The influence upconverted or supplanted before religion can on those who pursue them is mischievous;
do its proper werk or win its waiting tri the influence upon society is corrupting;
umphs?
Is Mr. Moody, —who is the com- and the seeming successes are only poor
and miserable cheats.
pletest embodiment of this modern move- semblances:
In business there is generally much of
ment atid its foremost leader,—a real
In religion it is of-_
prophet of revolution, inspired with the this intense struggle.
ten
too
sadly
lacking.
MAny men are enhigher Christian wisdom that others have
thusiasts
and
fanatics
in
the counting-room
lacked ? Is he as comprehensive as he. is
confident? as safe in leadership as- he is or at the brokers board, who seldom show
forward to assume it? as correct in his so- a spasm of vigor in the church. Life is a
ktion of grave problems as he is ready feverish crusade in one ephere; it is ‘only
with an emphatic reply? as likely to secure an icy propriety in the ‘other. Thinking
large and permauent results as he is sure men expect nothing but defeat from dullto make an immediate ‘impression ? as re- ness in the world that now is, but somehow.
liable a builder as he is a taking talker? they seem to have persuaded themselves
and are the men who echo his opinions the that a trinmph is to tumble into their heedmen who are specially fitted to stand at the less hands in that whigh is to come. It is
helm of what they ¢adl “the old ship of a fatal fallacy. Only he who strives wins
the goal. The crown is only for the head
Zion 2
iby
of the hero,and redemption is born of strungNot quite that, we think.
Mr. Moody
gles that tax the soul's full power.
“}
can do some things admirably. His offhand power of speechiis really very great,
his magnetism,

remarkable,

his

zeal

true

and unfailing, and his ability to reach

and

influence certain classes of men very markcd and peculiar.

Hisstyle of effort is showy,

striking, sometimes startling, attraetive,
and the «envy of many observers, ‘There
are not many such men, and few can wisely
use the methods in which alone he can succeed. Mis copyists are likely to make lit-

tle loss than failures. And not a few of the
men who borrow his exaggerated style, are
under a temporary and unnatural stimulus,
Shutting np the churches for the sake of
outside work, or making the pews free, or
multiplying fervid haravgues in the strects,
of drivingat men after the manner of a
storming party, will not at once oxpel Satan
from the country

and make a paradise

of

the Five Points.
L
. But though we do not sce the way of im-

‘mediate redemption in these now methods
_ thatexhi
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suchhearty zeal and eminent out-

yetitis checking and promising
my

istyy and churches
of inefliciency and
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is norcan be
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Beecher and J. P. Gulliver,publishalengthy,
somewhat

remarkable

docu-

mentin the papers, giving an account of
the consultations between themselves and
Mr. Bowen, the publisher of the Independent, touching its theological position and its

editorial management.
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out editorial rebuke,

Their ancestry were

among

the

martyrs for religious liberty;
sentative

men,

such

as

They tell a long

and striking story. They ‘represent that
Mr. Bowen promised them that the paper
should be evangelical in tone,and that what-

ever authority and changes in the editorial

management were necessary to reach this

bravest

their repre.

Bunyan,

Hall,

Spurgeon, Wayland, have given testimony
for free communion; their principles of
church independence,
their jealousy of
human traditions, logically lead to this
practice
; yet close communion is enforced

as essential to orthodoxy, as the anchor
their hope, as one ofthe chief dogmas
their faith. Great charity is extended
those who alr

on other

points,

but

of
of
to
the

least leniency is forbidden on this.
They confess it to be a cross to enforce
the rule, and deprecate the reproach

which

it brings upon them ; but plead the definite
demands of conscience as their apology.
We respect their loyalty to their convic-

tions, but wonder at the existence of such
convictions. The mystery
is that they
especially who demand a ‘Thus saith the
Lord” for whatever they do, should feel
bound to exclude all not ¢‘of the same

faith and

order” from

the

Lord's table.

Christians generally are growing in charity and forbearance, but close communion-

state

speak their sentiments nor use their libertys
The penalty of expulsion - they know is

Spirit of the Press.
has

a leader

entitled

“The Next Step,” in which it advocates the
passage of 4 constitutional amendment ordaining 4 upiform rule of suffrage throughout the republic.

It says:

Hitherto an American citizen's right to his

ballot has been determined by the

various

which it aimed to fix forever; for this

same

amendment—which many persons innocently regard as having already placed the negros rights on arock of adamant, that cannot be shaken—nevertheless permits any
Southern state to disfranchise
its black citizens, whenever the

state

shall

be

willing

merely to omit them from its basis of representation! This puts the political rights of
the Southern negro into the hands of the
Southern white! What is the consequence?
A shepherd once delivered a sheep from the
wolf’s teeth, and then proceeded to butcher
it. .Whereepon the sheep exclaimed, “I
saw you deliver me from
the wolf; and now

I see

you act the wolf yourself!”

This is

exactly like rescuing
the negro from the
slaveholder,to give him back to the rebel.
No! the fourteenth amendment, considered as a measure in the interest of the ne-

of all Pedo-baptists to

the

ing to be President, he will

and with equal energy

some

Associations,

and editorials

are notorious
Lord's

table,

are denying

the same to all Baptists who presume to sit
at the table with Pedo-baptists. Here is a
resolution

of the

Vermont

Convention,

use

his -influ-

ence as President-elect to urge
it thro
Congress. If he shall fu
this cheerful
hope, he will earn for himself something
like the affectionate gratitude which the nation pays to the unforgotten author of the
great Actof Emancipation. Such an amendment, giving suffrage to all loyal men in the

which is identical in principle with scores
that have been given to the public:
land, without distinction of color or race,
Resolved ,That in. this day of spurious ‘will take rank among the most illustrious
charity and false liberality, we
deem it acts of human history. God prosper it. to a
right to hold fast, proclaim and defend the speedy adoption!
“ow
Scriptural character and order of divine orThe
Christian
Intelligencer,
which
has
dinances ; that there is no church fellowship
without baptism; no baptism except the been hitherto remarkably conservative in its
immersion of professed “believers in Jesus tendencies, seems to have become alarmed
Christ ; and no right to the Lord's supper at the recent election frauds, and utters this
until baptized ; and to protest against the
inconsistency of Baptist churches inviting protest against political corruption :
We must put an end to the attempts
to, the communion baptized members of
to corrupt the exercise of the elective
Pedo-baptist churches.
In the same strain, communion with Bap-

tist churches that invite
persons
the

same

faith

and

and the offending

order”

is

parties cut

lowship, ©"

not ‘“‘of

denounced

off from fel-

yo
much

prove

nothing.” “A dogma which leads to

such

absurd conclusions is open to” grave sus
picions. Can it be that there is no true
church except the Baptist P that the Lord's

table in Pedo-baptist churches is illegal ?
that immersion is an absolute prerequisite to

the

communion ? that membership in a

close

Baptist

gite?

that

do-baptist,

church

immersed

and

in

is also

a prerequi-

believers

open

in

Pe-

Communion

Baptist churches have no right to the Sup-

per ? That is what close communionists ev-

ery where aro asserting and reducing to
practice,
Rev. Mr. Sawtelle, of San Francigco, al-

lowed unimmersed believers to come to the
Lord's table, and he was promptly excluded
from his denomination as a heretic.
Mr. Bowen found in Mr. Tilton, editor
in-chief, and in Mr. Oliver Johnson, man- Rev. C. H, Malcom, of Newport, R. I,
aging editor, too little sympathy for suc- |participated in a union comniunion service,
cess in changing the character of the paper, and héand his church are disfellowshipped
and too much strength and ‘shrewdness to by sister churches, and their exclusion from
render any material change in the editori- the association attempted, and only failed
al department practicable;—and "so the through the influence of President Caswell
publisher's good wishes and right intentions and a few others who opposed intolerance.
are effectually overruled, Mr. Tilton is And the signs are unmistakable that these
result should her resolutely exercised and
promptly made.
But they represent that

CT

TC The apostles

di

All

distinctions of rich

il

not venture

open for the reception of the poorest. make the decision [in the Antioch gase,} by

L

aman

should beglad to see the system adopted
more generally. The ‘following remarks
the whole church at Jerusalem, with the made recently by the pastor of the First
delegates from Asia, made up the final de- Presbyterian church in Cincinnati, not only
cision. The whole church was, by divine
authority, called upon to make a decision suggests how some of the evils attending
themselves, nor did they call

in the

elders

in this matter.

Hepe, then, next to

is the first deposition of authority.”

our friends; for thelr own sake, not

to stop

here,

wr,

Events

of the

operation. He said:

i

Here you are only sinners, dependent on
the grace of God. 2d. It is not our purpose that those, who come should St
ot
ever it may happen. We expeot
lar attendants will select a pew,—any
unoccupied one,—and occupy itas long as
have any

WEEK

has Leen one of more than usual quiet.
Thanksgiving has come-and gone, conv
ing its usual amount of sunshine and gladness to hearts and homes. But apart from

this but little has occurred to

change

Ra

adopted a plan which puts all on a level.

they choose,

THE

ROT

“Ist. It is not our purpose to make this a
poor man's church, ora rich man's. We have

perfection.

Week.

also

serve to explain
more fully its method of

Here

We'beg

‘but to go on to

the system may be avoided, but they

Christ,

8d. It is not our

drones. We

to

expec

regu-

lar attendants to contribute to the supply of

the

gospel. Give as you-choose,—as’ the
nfidence in ne
like. 4th. We have no “co
particular measure; our confidence is in
the power of the gospel. It is ours to take

the away every excuse from those who neglect

general current of thought or to eall for it.
comment,
Intelligence from
——A SEVERE Criticism.
The literary ed:
TIE SOUTH
‘itor of the Boston Advertiser, in noticing
confirms the previous reports that a better the recent work of Rev. J. S. C. Abbott,
state of things. exista~in that section since entitled ‘ Napoleon IIL" is by ho means

the election.

There is, however,

abundant

reason for believing that there is still opportunity for improvement. General Rousseau has made .an official report of his action in regard to the recent New Orleans
election, in which he admits that few Republicans voted, for fear of violence.
Con-

sidering the source—from which it comes;
this is an important acknowledgement.
‘Gen. Howard has already issned an order
for the dissolution of
THE FREEDMEN'S BUREAU,

complimentaty toMr. Abbott and his way
of dealing with the royal family of France.

After styling him, ** The wickedest writer
in American Letters,” in accordance with
the method of Oliver Dyer, and saying that

“ a8 mahy reasons 48 Mr. Dyer can give—
and

plentiful

as blackberries

~why John Allen should

they areas

be regarded as

the chief of sfoners among the New York

barkeepers, we could readily advance in be-

half of Mr. Abbott's jast claims to a kindred rank among American authors,”he pro-

ceeds:
:
- Hero is a man of unimpeachable
private
and payinent of moneys due from the Gov- life,who spends his time in deifying ny
utterly impure personal character;
ernment to soldiers and sailors and their of
is a writer of wide po
heirs, for military services. Thus an im- the confidence that
readers reportant service will pass out of existence, pose in him, b pervertiag Sal facts of
story ; here isa clergyman
but its influence still remaining, it will have contem
a lasting place in the grateful remembrance of a Chistian church who becomes posof the unfortunate class it has sought to sessed of an almost religious fervor in extolling a crowned usurper and a
urer ;
benefit. The draft of the basis of the trea- here is an Americap—who sugh
be the
ty for the settlement of
champion and enlogist of
the struggling
crusaders of freedom in Europe,
who spares
THE ALABAMA CLAIM,
d no words : no Paine to defend Sd can
agreed upon between Lord Stanley and Mr: too glowing to weave into a panegytio of
- Johnson, has been received at the State the on
slayer of French
liberty,
Department. -The first-article provides for of free speech, a free press, and frée legisthe settlement of #11 claims which have lation, in the country which he was elected
to serve, but preferred to enslave.
to'take-place on the 31st, excepting

ucational

department,

the ed-

and the collection

sion, each government to appoint two mem-

severe,

is not

without

Denominational News and Notes.

bers, who shall sit in Washington and deArrival of Missionaries.
termine the character, legality and amount
of the claims. Any question which is not
The ship, Geo. H. Warren, in which Rev.
decided unanimously by the commission is
B.
B. Smith and wife sailed, is reportedas
to be submitted to an arbiter to be agreed

on by the two governments.
that these provisions

Mr. Seward.

It -is stated

“©

having arrived at

to Nov. 16th.

are unsatisfactory

Calcutta

They are

on,

probably

or before,

with

their

friends in the Mission by this time.

:

C.0.1.

THE ERIE SPECULATIONS

still continue,and the destruction of a large

Maine Western Y.M.

number of fortunes is a thing of daily oeccurence. The mischief resulting from the
rascalities of a few selfish and designing
‘men is untold. The more recent returns

Pussing by the F. W. Baptist house in
Biddeford a few days since, I was pleased

from

the rear of the building, besides an addition-

:

to see an addition of ten or fifteen feet to

THE ENGLISH ELECTIONS
al projection for the organ back of the" pulare not so favorable for the Liberals as those pit. This enlargement meets a much needfor more room.
first received. They will, however, have ed want of the congregation
about one hundred and twenty majority in Thus the church there is lengthening her
the New Parliament, and will thereby be cords ard strengthening her posts.
News just comes to me of a precious reenabledto control the government.
Queen
vival "in Otisfield. The converts already
Victoria has received
a
number between thirty and forty.
MR. BURLINGAME
The Cumberland Q.M. is in a better conand the principal members of the Chinese

dition than for some years

past.

A cheer-

Embassy at’ Windsor Castle, and together ing union is manifest in the churches and

with Lord Stanley, expressed feelings of
sympathy with the ebjects of the mission. It
is stated that the interview was very satisfactory, and that Mr. Burlingame and his

mission are gaining ground dally. f2

"

\

ministry.

Some changes have

or two of our ministers to

taken

other fields,

one
but

we have received other ‘accessions to our
numbers. The White Rock church has ob-.
tained a pastor, Rev.
BAP. Parker, and the

interest is improving

er his labors.

New Gloucester, left destitute ofa pastor by
the removal of Bro. M. W. Burlingame to
Cornish, has securedthe services of Kev. A.

Current Topics.
€

Tuer Rieur MAN ¥OR THE PLACE. S. McLean, who has just come among us
Among those mentioned for the position of from Prince Edward's Island. Ho is well
Secretaryof State in Grant's Cabinet, the
franchise, or there is an end of popular | name of no one has,we believe,been received received, and seems to be the right man in
the right place. By request of the church
government and of free institutions. If balot-boxes can be stuffed with impunity,
and with greater favor than that of Mr. Sum- he was ordained by a properly constituted
fraudulent naturalization papers may be is- ner. The position hasbeen almost invari-, ‘council on the thirteenth of November, after
sued by the thousand onthe eve of every ably filled by one of the leading represen- a most thorough and satisfactory -exdminaimportant election, it is idle to speak of re- tative men ofthe party in power, and unhi
‘
publican liberty, or of the democratic prin- less the incoming President departs from tion,
At Little Falls, where Rev. Wm. F., Eaton
ciple that the will of the majority shall rule.
We are then at the mercy
of an unprinci- this long established usage, it is hardly pos- is pastor, there is almost a continual revival,
pled rabble, ‘and our
dearest rights are sible“for him to pass by Mr. Sumner. Fes- and the church is rising from almost invigi<
stolen from us by ignorant foreigners.
To genden and Trumbull are able men, but bility to the promise of a permanent iuterthe shame of American politics it must be they compromised their position as Repubsaid that no party is free from this vice, lican leaders by their course in the im- est. At Mechanic's Falls the Congregationaland Freewill Baptist churches have uniand even men, otherwise of good repute,
© The names of Bancroft tod their forces, and called Rev. H. Whitoher
tacitly connive at such Wrong Wolng, if they peachment trial.
and Motley have been suggested for the to be their pastor with prospects of good
do not openly justify it. They will shru
their shoulders and tell you it is an év
position in question, but they would doubt- rosults.
twhich cannot be helped. If so, the ques- less'be more at home. in writing histories
At Saccarappa, where our people once had
ion at once resolves itself into a trial of chicanery, or brute force. Good men of every than in the management of the affairs of a church, a new interest is awakened under
Charles ‘Francis Adams the labors of Bro. J. Hayden, A hall isenshade of political opinion must combine and the government,
put down this monstrous wrong, and, if nee- has brain enough for the position, but he gaged, and a fair prospect of success enessary, the law must be'made even more se- | ia lacking in soul, In short, we beliéve courages the brethren there. On the whole

vere ; but, first, let us try if the right en- ‘Gen. Grant will miss widely of the mark, if
we have reason to thank God and take courhe selects any one but Mr: Sumner, Able, age.
ANON.
would exert a powerful influence. Once] Hpedlarly, a leader in all advance movelet it be an understood thing, that no social ments, always trueto the great principles
position or. civil office or distinction can of liberty and justice, and having an inthe Ee Wheelock Quarterly Meeting.

forcementof the present statutes
will not
suffice to arrest the evil. A few examples

avail to slifeld the culprit, and

that

ever

man found tampering with the ballot-box

a

ve

only. -But the apostles, and elders, and

states. Butso great a function
of govern
ment belongs justlyto the United States. . .
The fourteenth amendment—which Congress offered to the South asthe basis of reconstruction, and on which eight Southern arisen between the two governments sincg
All this, thongh
states have been already readmitted—was the convention of 1853. The second arti- justice. Baa
a well-meant step in the direction'of justice cle provides expressly for the settlement of
to the negro. Butthis much-lauded amend- what are known as the Alabama claims and
ment fails to secure the very settlement
proposes the formation of a joint commis-

for extreme utterances, denying the right

Conventions

subject.

on a level.

and poor are largely obliterated, and none

committed the whole matter of government,

is the fullest concession of one of the funready to fall upon their heads the moment damental prineiples of Congregationalism.
It requires only to advance logically, to
they speak and act according tot their con- reach
the entire Scriptura! breadth, freevictions. There are thousands in the land dom and blessing of the Plymouth system.

Independent

vantages: The people are, as worshipers,

does

under the laws of the Bible, to the whole can plead want of a seat as an excuse for
body of believers [all these italics are his absenting themselves from the sanctuary,
|own] to the laityas well as to the minis
| | when door.of
the
even the best pew swings

who deprecate close communion dare not

The

though liable to abuse, has numerous ad-

belong?” by saying, * Christ has all

it now

be

justice.
:
With joy and rejoicing, we learn that
Gen. Grant heartily "fayors the proposed
new amendment; and that, without wait-

the

question

ment reside originally,and to whom

time has
ists increase in exclusiveness and harsh en- gro, stops far Short of equi
forcenttnt of their rule. Just now the now come to Supp] equent its incompleteness
provision of absolate
whole denomination is stirred to a frenzy of by a more boun
earnestness’on

answers.the

The free

church system as adopted in many places,

‘in whom did the Power of church govern-

of things is an evil of no trifling character.
Thousands in the Baptist denomination

—

“Premises which prove too

Several eminent Congregationalist clexgvmen in ‘the’ west, among whom are
Pres’t J.-M. Sturtevant, and Drs. Edward
detailed and

<

It has long been a surprise and a grief to
the Christian public that the Baptists of
America should adhere so tenaciously to
close communion.
The hope has been
cherished that their piety, intelligence and
love of liberty would ultimately correct
this strange inconsistency in their practice.

For exampie, a ——Tuk FREE Cuurcn SYSTEM.

system in favor of ours.

carefull writer in‘ the last Methodist, with

most essential is the rising up to meet the

er with stinging censure than in soft apolo-

gies.” Our costly churches with the pews
more than half empty and the pulpit quite
half asleep; our long lists of members and
the great difficulty of getting any hard ard.
self-denying work done outside the circle;
the indifference of the masses to what is
now generally preachéd as the gospel;
the prevalenceof the spirit of aristocracy
and cdste among Christ's disciples; the
non-employment of the female talent of the
church from the prevalence of a false delica®
cy ; the practical and manifest mischiefs of the
pew system; the absence of the aggressive
spirit that allows the worst vices to flourish in the very shadow of the sanctuary,
lest the hands and the garmentsbe soiled in
the atbtempt to root them out and plant
wholesomeness where they have grown so
rank ;—all

some

aE

| of principles which would compel their ad-|".
vocates,-if consistent, to abandon their own

lanthropy and a species of genius, but indicate in decided terms their view of his unnames are sent the larger return will the Gverdone censures; and immodest assump- fitness for his position, and have no hope who are Baptists, and desire a home with
subscribers secure for their money.
Send] tions, they will quicken where more life is of seeing the Independent other than a het- ‘them, but will not sacrifice conscience and’
greatly needed, break up'routine a which
in the names!
erodox and dangerous Journal so long as liberty. for the advantage of such fellowship,
soothes where saving men is demanded,and
and therefore stand aloof. For the bondhe is kept at the head of it.
;
charge souls with a direct working energy
The following paragraph, clipped from age of one class and the exclusion of the
National Christian Convention, that have been seemingly content to recite |;thie statement published in the Congregation- other the narrow rule of close communion
a
—
the creed and live on imavard experiences.
alist Recorder,
will unfold the animus is responsible.
The National Christian Convention, re- They are calls to an awakening that is
But there is no relenting. The logical
of the document, suggest its ability.and incently held in New York, is a fact of much greatly needed, and incitements to strugdicate that it is likely to cause some com- result of the rule is so harshand offensiveto
meaning.
It was what is called a live gles such ns must enter into the’ whole- motion at the office in Park >lace, and else- the judgment of the Christian world, the
meeting.
Earnest men crowded the pews some life of the entire church militant.
where. The fresh enlar'gerient of the In- testimony of many of the most distinguished
5
&
inthe spacious churéh on Fifth Avenue.
the bestimpulses of all Baptists opdependent to nine columns on a page will Baptists,
- ‘The speaking was spirited, positive, mag- |
perhaps only make it surer to suffer a wound posing it, that we should expect modesty in
Struggles for Success,
~
netic, and had a thoroughly practical” aim. |
from this discharge of the Doctors’ bajtery, asserting and leniency in enforcing it. But
“
A
Wp
The subjects discussed were such as have |
there is no modesty and no leniency - in the
Men rarely blunder into a real triumph. as the target can be ‘hit more easily ‘than
to do with a religion’ that is intent upon
case. They assert and act, condemn and
though
it
were
smaller.
The
expoundgrs
work.
Nobody who appeared among’ the The truly successful man is notthe mere fa- say:
exclude, just as if “‘the lawghnd the testimoi
«—getors was especially afraid of innovations. vorite of luck. IHeedless and aimless souls
ny” on the point was ded
ony and so
That
Mr.
Johnson
has
played
the
orthodox
Methods were dealt with as something else are likely to go stumbling throu gh life and digine remarkably well thus far, consider- plain that every honest and
intelligent
and something less than the ends to which end itin a downright failure. Plans care-- ing the difficulty of the impersonation, is reader must understand. Their severity is
© they stood related... It was a company of fully fashioned, goals’kept distinctly in the a compliment well deserved. That Mr. Til- unjustifiable on any other basis. And
progressives that sat down in council or eye,energies taxed for definite achievement, ton has for an entire year only let off a half this basis is lacking. Thereis no Scripture
dozen rockets, more or less, intp
the camp
rose up to unfolda programme.
They had hard work, enduring faith and patient wait- of his evangelical friends,
is
certainly
a re- for their practice. As Dr. Wayland wrote,
no horror greater than that which shrank ing,—these are the“prices which are everymarkable example of sedf-r8straint on the —*There is no preceptin the New Testawhere
paid
for
the
victories
that’
bless
men
part of so brilliant a pyrotechnist. But ment for it. It is only an’ inference at
{from stagnation ; they insisted that the herand honor him who wins them.
that the Independent is to become, under its
esyof indolence was one of the most perilpresent leaders, the organ and the champi- most.” Yet upon an inference they forbid.
_
The
first
thing
which
gives
promise
of
ous that threatens us; and they displayed liton of evangelical truth as against the ** 1ib- the Lord's Supper to all Christians who
tle less than an impatient scorn of the sanc- something better than the past has shown, eral” and infide] assailants now crowding have not been immersed, fo .all who have
tified” proprieties amid which the masses in any sphere or life, is the sense of incom- to the attack upbn it, is simply ridiculous. been immersed and do not forbid the unimare allowed to dic untaught and unhbelped. plefeness, or weakness, or loss, or failure; That Mr. Bowen really prefers to be -the mersed, and to all who defad free comThey looked the most unwelcome facts the next is the earnest inquiry after thes proprieter of an evangelical paper, we do munion or fellowship free communionists.
not question.
touching the condition of our churches causes; the third is the eager and honest
—G. H. B.
asking
for
the
way
of
success;
the
last
and
square in the face, and spoke of them oftenClose Communion.

present volume

the subject of tay this ditection than by making CARLES
:
:
to the enunciation SuMNER Secretary of State.

the Methodist body on
representation, has led

represented as a man without any definite the- | brethren must withdraw their “‘aid and comology, and who has a thorough disrelish for fort” from their friend and brother, and
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acquaintance with our foreign

rela-

is
sure to meet the felon’s doom,
and we tions and international law, he is the
shall have quiet elections, and full, fair and greatleader of the Republican party, and
free expressions of the popular will.
has qualifications
for the position possessed
The. . Congregationalist and Recorder is ‘by no other man in the country. As Gen.
gratified atthe progress which prominent Grant has already expressed a purpose to
people, wo bemembers of othér denominations aré making ‘carry out the wishes of the
toward Congregationalism. ‘The confliet-in Jieve he cannot make a better heginning in

LN
»
i

The

last

sessionof this QM,

held at

Sutton, Vermont, we had the privilege of attending in part. At the business meot-

ings wo were notable to be present, but

as there is manifestly a good Christian Spirit among the ministers, and a sort of wido
awake enterprise generally, we doubt not
{ ca

4

he

aad

if

for the Lord and the earnest desire for the
5
was done with
dispatch and in harmony; ‘salvation of perishing souls.
One young man who had never spoken
“ ag heSometh sdints.” The preaching at the
"Qu M. proper was well-timed, earnest and before in meeting arose very deliberately °
direct with a special aim, viz., the immedi | and confessed his sin3 and his need. of sal
indeed we so understood, that the business

ate conversion of sinners» The result was

vation, and was soon made

lové of ‘God.

inarked and gratifying. During the meetings some fifteen ormore presented themselves at the altar of prayer,

happy

in the

I have spent much of my

house to house;

Halloway’'s Piils,~Flatulent or

I have labored hard to

est under their patronage, and on

portion toward raising the funds mentioned, and
request our Y,M.to move the Q. M’s to the
same ac¢tion,
!
;
6," The conditions abovementioned are 1,That"

head,

Case

Several found peace.

T

largest and anost
| of CARPETINGS.—The
Carpetings we have ever displayed

ularly intereffihg. It was that of the wife | vent prayeg.
Perhaps few pastors have | mount realized for the land by the H. M. Rotor
of a young
Ynan who was licensed at the | been more
estly sustained by their | ty, shall be appropriated for the benefit of the
JX. B. cause, within the boundariesof the O. &
previous session of the Q. M. She came church. I do believe thatif the ministry and Penn, and O. N. Y, M., according to the action
:
:
to the altar, and was brought quite into ‘‘the churches would wake up and consecrate .of the said Y. M.

libérty of the sons of God.”

Meeting her themselves to the Lord and work together
the

for the first time in the vestibule upon com-

for

ing out after the services of the last day, we
were made glad to witness so much manifest joy in the Lerd. A happier counte-

enemy in his work of ruin, The entire com-

conversion of souls,

we might

take the world for our Master, and foil the
munity

for miles aroundus seem

waking up to an interest in the good work

Why will people go on doubting and mourning all their days, even one day, when
thiere is 80 much ‘peace in believing and joy

of the Lord.

tion.
The Q.M. has ample muscle and lungs,and
is far from being wanting in learning, general intelligence and enterprise. Indeed

E."A. 8.

are preparing for the ministry,

and whom

spects more prophecy and promise of fut [fo
‘we are expecting to see become eflicient’la
good results. *
5.

The Q. M. has a large representation of borers for Christ and successful pastors o
the Theological School. - It has already the churches already organized,and those to
be organized, in this beautiful*valley. Thus
its limits, to which

shall

if he has not al-

the

seed

* sown

' ¢ raised in power.”

in

weakness”

be

Three members of the

ready been, aaded. There are moreeven’
Institution have recently been baptized,and
to come, as we believe, as matters are gounited with the Freewill Baptist Church at
ing on at present.
Twenty dollars were

this place.

vaisedat the Q. M. in aid of two students
now at New Hampton. All this shows that

recitation rooms.

istry itself. This appreciation is indeed
very marked and gratifying.
This may not be without cause. That
able and

not ob-

tained wholly without conditions. “Pray
ye the loxd.oflhe tarvest “Esteem them
very highly in love

ir work's

sake.”

*“The laborer is worthy of his hire.”

Ina

elsewhere, are

our

We cannot forbear to add, in credit to
the spirit of improvement in the Sutton
church and society, and for the relief and

years ago,and at the Anniversaries 7 years
ago, that the old pulpit hat towered aloft,
having the singing gallery still higher up
somewhere in the rear,—where the preacher

say, for it was quite out of his
demolished,

and a neat

model one placed at the other end of the
house, with a general and tasty reconstruc-

tion of the whole interior of the building
ladies’

A

It will

then

be as neat and pleasant an audience room
as you will often meet with ina long travel.

~—J. F.

Laconia,N. H.

in{Oct., and twenty-five

have

united

with

ver Street, Boston.

:

“CARPETS CHEAP.~200 pieces Ingraim, imperfect in
matching, from the New York trade sales, from 62 to

& BAILEY'S ADDRESSING

75 cents per yard.

tion.

over Street; Boston.

scriber.
Dover, N. I.

New England Carpet Co.,75 Han.

Liver Oil in the
manufactured. by

' Excellent Security.
THE FIRST

any of the brown oils. Sold by all the druggists,

[¢te5

We canassure our readers that! ‘“‘Barrett’sVegetable
Hair Restorative” is a really valuable preparation,
and that a trial is all that is needed to convince any

Thirty-Year,
Bix P | Cent.

CO., of Boston,
a cent

order

to

afford those ata

.

men and women

can surely make

the above amount.

We find the following complimentary words ¢oning a gentleman with whom we have had considerdble business intercourse appear in the JPatchman
°
and Reflector, which we heartily endorse:
ADVERTISING may almost be said to be resolving
itself, by careful method, into a science. It is certainly
becoming an assumed necessity of the enterprising
business man, with whom success by every proper,
legitimate means,

is

regarded

a duty.

Among

willing

the

honorable and efficient men enpaged actively and
prosperously in the advertising business, we can refer
advisedly to Mr. T. C, KVANS, who has earned in this
calling a reputation that is itself wealth, for it inspires
confidence in all with whom he has dealings, who
are many, and confidenceis a prime requisite in all

| the Eastern fitates.

more

faithfully for the conversion of souls, we
should soon see great prosperity in Zion
and our mission “treasuries would be more
abundantly supplied with the meang for

S. C.

“1 have the pleasure of sending seventeen

“Uollars for the Freedmen's Mission. Please
put it to the credit of the ghurch in North
Jackson, Pa., and acknowledge the same in

iy

those meeting expressions of love

pa

Post

Rev, C. E. Haskell, Pittsfield, N. II.
“ J. M, Crandall, Virgil, N. Y.
“
H. Quiuby, D. D., Concord, N, II.

Letters

Houlton society into their new house of worship will please send me in their behalf one
dollar to effect the above object.
As ye would
that men should do to you, do ye also to them
likewise.”
M. H.TARBOX,
Houlton, Nov. 24, 1868.

Quarterly

Meetings.

VAN BUREN Q. M., Mich.—Held its 11
aes
sion with the Porter church, Sept. 18=—20.
The
churches were nearly all represented by letter

and delegate. Next session with the Waverl
clnireh, commencing Dec. 18, at 8 o'clock, P.
M.
Clerk.

Bro. J. C. Osgood was ordained

pastor of the church at the Iron Works, and his
prospects for usefulness are good. -

io

Brug EArt VALLEY
Sept. term with the Pilot

A.D, Smith,

Q. M., Towa.~Held its
Grove church, = It was

a refreshing season, One hundred and thirty
dollars were Jaid and pledged for the Home Missfon cause within the bounds of the Q. M. Seven
churches received letters to form a new Q. M.
Next -gession with
mencing Dee. 11,
PARSONSFIELD

sion with the church

(J. M., Me.~Held

Stormy

ville church, ¥ob 10th and 11th.

IRA A. PHILBRICK,

Clerk,

GEAUGA Q, M,, O.~Held its Oct. session with
Falls

church,

The

tire

lot of land so purchased

churches

for church

WEEKS,

5,00
« 3461
5,00
“5 8,60
2,00

con.
8. B. Paige
L. M.,
20,00
R C Moulton, Contoocookville, N. H.; per J Sinclair,
50
Col. Pine St. ch., Manchester, N. H.,
_
Mrs, H, Marston, W. Ossipee, N, H:, pér J Runnells, 1,75
Two friends
6,00

were

and par-

80! pee purbosen, bis. 92 feet on Scoville avenue
and 160 feet on. Putnam St., be raised in the Y.

2,50

PennyCol, Pine Grove 8. 8,, Putney, N. Y., per
os
J.
Wood
2,00
Rev. P. Chesley, East Rochester, N, H.,
Ch. and 8ab. Sch., Hopkinton, N. Y., per M. Atwood, vi
Mrs, N. Woodward,
Fayetteville, Mo.,
Y 00
Mary A Stiles, East Charlestown, Vt., per E, C.
Smalley,
2,00
Rev. E C Smalley, *
“
1,00
Col. Parsonsficld Q. M. Me., per Ira A Philbrick,
6,60
Mrs. Lucy Wilson, So. Parsonsfield, Me., per ¥'.
W. Towne,
50
A friend,
1,00
Ch. East Raudotbh, Vt., per 8 8 Nickerson,
- 3,70
Lake Pleasant ch,, Pa., per D M Baldwin,
y 4 1,00
Mrs. O, Butler, Buxton, Me.,
2,00
Sarah O. Bean,
1,00
Ch. Danville, N. H.. to con, Mrs, Aletha Collins
and Miss Julia Webster, L. Ms,, per P 8 Burbank, 20,00
A friend,
W. Wheelock, Vt,
1,00
D
B
2
Alice C- Garfield, “
A
Miss Addie Prentiss, Hillsdale ¢h., Mich, per C.
1,00
Jordan,

C. 0. LIBBY,

Dover, N. H.

re rp
sp

$148,92
Treasurer,

—

Bible & Tract Society.
Col. ch, and Soe., Lyndon, vt.,
Col, Tamworth Iron Works, N.

per LB Tasker,
H,, per J. Runnells,

a
CO,

1,60
10
6,00

LABBEY,oyZrcasurer.7,60

Home Missions,

its last ses

in South Cornish,

TWO

Crawford Fem, Miss. So., Lawrence, Mass., t&™

the Mapleton
church, com8. A, Stow, Clerk.

weather prevented a large attendance, but the religious interest was good.
Some revival is in
progress there. Next session with the Cornish

the Chagrin

FOR

1st ch, West Greenwich, R. I., per C Greene,
Col, Ch, and Soc,, Lindon, Vt., per L B Tasker,
George E Sturgis,
M. D., Auburn, Me.,
Canaan and Orange ch., N. H., per N. Jones,
L Maxham, Worcester, Vt.,
i

a

Ch, in*Houlton, Mec., per M, H, Tarbox,
Chas, In Aroostook, Q. M., 'Me., per A, Gammon,
Col. ch, and Soc. Lyndon, Vt., per L, B, Tasker,

Ool, Wheelock Q. M., Vt.,

‘+

Bequest of Mrs. Wirlam Morrill, late of Amesbury,
Mass,
per Geo, Turner,
;
Curtis H, Miss. Soc., Lawrence, Mass, per
SM
Durrell to con, Rev, E G Chaddock Li. M.,
FREEDMEN'S
Col, West Watervilie, Me.,

12,50
6,25
25,34

20,00

151,92
20,00

qualification

Christians at the polls; and

in the world;

to

mam-

or ‘co

publishes

the rights

stories

for

the

nion Sowing Olrole, West Bethel, Me., to con, :
Mrs, Angeline Whitney L. M., per G. W Whitney,
GW Whitney and wife, W, Bethel, Me.,
8 Millett, East Bridgewater, Mass,,
Col, at Kingsfleld Me., for meeting=house In Mars
tinsburg,
W.Va, per E. Winslow, =

:

SILAS CURTIS, Tveasurer,

20,00
1,00
10,00
8,50

51

Concord, N. MH.

ra a——————

Notices.

organ of thought in the world,

“ How to Get Patents.

It

Organs

for

Churches,

etc.,

completed

and

one

of the

The best lands,

best

ment
great,

Knitting

Machine

wanted

in every

city and county in New England.
Enclose
circular.
2
L. M. MASURY

machine.

Good

Agents

stamp for
& CO.
3m34

PRESENT TO EVERY CLERGYMAN.
We will give a copy of Smith’s Unabridged Bible
Dictionary (profusely illustrated) to every clergyman
who

shalll send us three

subscribers

York or London, at the option of the holder.
The Road runs from Rockford in Northern Illinois
to St. Louis, a distance including tracks to Coal

THE

traverses the fin.

GREAT

¥

edition of Smith’s Bible Dice
B. Hackett, D. D., and Ezra
is the only unabridged edition
It will be Complete ind vols.,
& HOUGHTON,

MEDICINE

of the firm

chronic

pulmonary

He coughed

and

the

RAILROAD

stage of

incessantly, raised

cation.

¥

dbertisements,
~ APEMBROKE
ACADEMY.

Portland, Me.,

WARRANT

OUR

BONE

retail

3%

A)

Trustees;

8. M, PETTENGILL & CO., Newspaper Advertising
Agonts, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,

for advertising

the

controlling exclusively the
dead animals of New
York ’ |
Brooklyn and Jersey cities, as also the great Commu:
nipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in lots to suit custom J

night:soil, offal, bones an

:

BANK,
BANK.

Bankers,

AND

outa and offal,

Price
in New York Ot $55,00 per Mon of 2,000
le
Circulars, &e., apply to.
bs, For Prico Lets,

J. F.SHORES, JR., PORTSMOUTH,N, H.
OR LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,
00 CORTLAND STREET,
NEW

DBALERS

IN

Securities

aud others, re-

GOVT.

SECURITIES,

« AND—

No. 5 Nassau

THE

Street; New York.

GREAT

OF
FARMERS,

THE

FAMILIES,

AGE.
AND

OTHERS

CAN

purchase no remedy
equal to Dr. Tobias’ Venetian
iniment for raonIery colic, ¢roup, chronic rheumatism,

sore

throats,

toothache,

sea-sic

8,

outs,

burns, swelling, bruises, old sores, hi
he, mosquito bites, pains in limbs, chest, back, ete. If {t does
not give relief, the money will be refunded. . All that
{8 asked is a trial, and use itaccon
to the direc*

Dr. ToBras—Dear Sir: I have used Jour Venegian
Liniment in my family for a number of years, and believe it to be the best article for what it is recommended that I have ever used. For sudden attack

of croup itis invaluable.

Ihave no hesitationin rec-

ommending it for all the uses if iJjofesses to cure. I
have sold it for many years,and it gives entre satisfaction,
CHAS,
H. TRIMNER.
Quakertown N. J., May 8, }868,
Sold b the druggists. Price 50 ots, and $1. Pi
10 Park
Place.

sw

ABRPLETON'S

ILLUSTRATED
1869 ALMANAGC,
A

superb

Oe de

producti

Ele ant, po Fm

a

- fllaminated

dO
ve,in, a8

4

wil]

of

oat), Mom

7

plete Calendar

CRetall price

YORK , | Sent, pout paid, on receipt o

mis

[6w35

DISCOVERY

tions.

Its effects have been most snlpnishing, doubling the
0 weeks carl
crops and maturing them ten days or
er. Equal to the beat brands of Super-Phos hate for
Present Crop, although sold only for THIRTY DOL.
LARS por ton, Packed in bbls, of 250 Ibs. each,

P. 0. Box, 8149,

and

Financlql Agents of the Central Pacific Railroad Co.

manufacture of Fertiliz oe

Made from ond

by Banks

NATIONAL
NATIONAL

:

"DOUBLE-REFINED POUDREITE,

FPHE WINTER TERM of ‘this Institution will
commence Wednesday, Dec. 2, 1808, and con:
tinue twelve weeks,
v
at
J
Mr. LR, LEAVITT, A. M,, Principal,
Miss MARY ELLA ROWER, Proceptress. p
}
For further Information apply to the Principal, or
to
HON.'A.
WHITTEMORE,

BANKERS

soluble Phos-

COMPANY,

SN TONE

received

FISK & HATCH,

PURE,

oldest and largest concern of the kind in the Uni.
1) States, possess ng extraordinar; facilities for the

[IT

&ént by return Express at our cost,

of Banks,

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.

ers

Bonds, at

ceived aud favorable arrangements made for desirable

hate and Ammonia than usual in Superphosphates,
or PEMRANENT, as well as for immediate powerful
effect upon land, 1? HAS NO EQUAL,

:

advance
actually

Sold, or Exchanged, at our office and

lccounts

We offer this Phosphate confidently as being as
good if not superior, to any ever made or sold in this

MANUFACTURING

to

orders

by gin Telegraph st MARKET RATES.

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

HE LODI

right

all

accounts.

TO ANALYZE

a larger amount of

the

but

ga-All descriptions of Government
Bought,

Packed in bbls, of 250 Ibs, each. For Winter grain,
Double-refined Poudrette and Fine Bon?, mixed in
equal proportions, and drilled in with the seed, have
produced most remarkable effects. Sold as low as
any article of same purity and fineness in the market,

market, containing

Bonds

STRAFFORD
AND DOVER

BONE DUST.

$92. WE

reserve
time;

A-Subscriptions

COUGH

and

any

Bankers, Jdgents for loan, throughout the
United States, Canada and Europe, and by

1—COARSE and FINE. MIXED
2—FINE, suitable
for Drilling, 3—FLOURED BONE.

You ?

TARRANT & CO., Wholesale Druggists, 278 Greénwich and 100 Warren Streets, New York, Sole Proprioctors.
30151
8old by all Druggists.

H, H. HAY}

af

and Prospects of the Enterprise ‘furnished on appli-

times,

by Druggists and niedicine dealers generally. =
.

$1,000 cach,

their full market rates, in exchange for the Central
Pacific Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to
realize from 5 to 10 per cent. profit and keep the
principal of their investments equally secure.
Orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention.
Information, Descriptive Pamphlets, etec., giviag a
full account of the Organization, Progress, Business

consumption.—

blood several

are of

Company

price

that recovery seemed hopeless.

sumption and Lung Diseases.
Price 35 cents and $1 per Bottle.
Sold Wholesale by RUST -BRO. & BIRD and
GOODWIN & CO., Boston ; J. BALCH & SON, Providence, R.T.;

of

in transitu at the time of any such advance will be’
filled at present price.
At us time they pay
more than 8 per cent, upon the investment, and have,
from National apd State laws, guarantees peculiar to
themselves.
).

and

W. A. RUST, M,D.

Providentially he heard of the EUROPEAN

in such cases, needs not be told to recommend it as a

York, are authorized’ to conjrac
niract t

The Bonds

A@~The

REMEDY, and two bottlles restored him to health
which he still enjoys, and recommends the EUROPEAN
CouGaH REMEDY as the best in the world for Con-

TARRANT'’S
EFFERVESOENT SELTZER APERIENT

in the Star,

that the

103 Per Cent., and
Accrued Interest, -in Currency.

complaints in general.

Respectfully yours,

and was go emaciated

This is the familiar question put to every invalid. In
many cases the answer is, ‘‘ I don’t know exactly, butl
don’t feel well.” Look at the countenance of the
man or woman who makes this reply, and you will
generally find that the eyes are dull and lusterless, the
complexion sallow, the cheeks flaceid, and the gvhole
expression of the faco dejected. Interrogate the in.
valid move closely, and you will discover that CONSTIPATION, the result of a disordered stomach and a
torpid liver, is at the bottom of the mischiefs
That's
what's the matter”? Whoever has experienced the
effects of

New

Bros.

Wonderful Cure of Consumption,
More than seven years ago Mr. Arnold Howard of
Foster, R. I., was considered by his friends and phy-

y

fey

Rust

the best medicines to be found, for consumption

Aromatic
Vegetable
Soap,
combinéd
with Glycerine, is recommended for La.
dies and Enfants.
Ie
1y156

Pembroke, Nov, 9, 1868,

of

DEAR BR Dasiug the past year I have had occasion
to know of the beneficial effects of our EUROPEAN
COUGH REMEDY in several ins nces, and I ‘have
no hesitation in saying
that I believe it to be one of

82t8

oil

PACIFIC

We receive all classed of Government

Bird, Wholesale Druggists, Hanover St., Boston.}

Treasurer.

What is the Matter with

FOR

TAREPS

[From Dr. RusT, now

YORK,

COLGATE & CO'S

Publishers,

49 Broome Street, New York.

sicians to be in an advanced

i

be proportionally

regular

—

STREET,

Il. HO. BOODY,

will

A portion of the remainder of this Loan is now

a present

CONSUMPTION AND LUNG-DISEAES

chises,its coal lands—of which it has 20,000 acres con,
taining A HUNDRED MILLION TONS OF COAL—
its rol
and property of every sort.
A Subscription of 48,800,000 at par, to the Capital
Stock of the Company, furnishes a I
part of the
means
required to construct and equip
the road.
Nearly half the entire length of the road is graded
and substantially ready for
the iron; therails are now
arriving upon the line, The first division
outletto the coal, will be in operation in 60
track-laying will from this time be prosecuted
the utmost en
till the last rail isin position. The
Company ftend To have theroad in readiness for the
Autumn business of 1869.
The Bonds are for sale at 97% and accrued interest
in‘currency, and may be obtained through bankers
and brokers throughout the country, or at the oflice
of ‘the Company
‘Wall Street, New York.
The Trusaees for the Bondholders is the Union
Trust Company of New York,
Pamphlets, gwing full information sent on application,
;

NEW

at the

men will find this an excellent way to make

to their pastors. This
Bonds of the Rockford, Rock Island and St, Louis
tionary 1s edited by H.
Railroad Company, pay both Principal and Interest in
GOLD COIN,
FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX.
a Abbot, A. A. S-and
published in America.
Each Bond is for £1000 pr £200 Sterling, and is convertible into stock at the option of the holder. The 8vo. Address HURD
4w3b]
SYupuns are
payable Feb. 1st and Aug. 1st, in New

WALL

thereon

fered to investors at

price (£6.50 per vol. in cloth). Copies sent free. Lay-

The First Mortgage Seven per Cent, Sinking Fund

12

“with

BONDS,

|

A

No.

of . business

CENTRAL

Gen, Bastern Agents,210 Washington St. , Boston.

:

together

From these considerations it is submitted

in a minute,

mines,

secured by a First Mortgage upon so productive a
pletely as by hand from top to toe, including a perfect
heel, without taking the stocking from the ma- | property are among the most promising and reliable
chine, and will knit any form, size or shape required.
securities now offered. No better Bonds can be made.
It is operated with a treadle, in the same manner as

a sewing

and

the richest

portion of the Pacific Railroad,and the future develop-

need-

It is the only machine that can knit a stocking as com-

of

largest settlement and nearest markets, lie along this

ance Policy for its pastor, or almost

Will knit 20,000 stitches of perfeet work

on the

the amount

gold after expenses and interest are paid—evenif the
through connection were not made.
:

ful thing, by a club of subscribers. Send for a copy,
enclosing 10 cents, to
HENRY E. CHILD,
4135]
‘41 Park Row, New York,

“THE BRIDGEPORT

business

double

a surplus of nearly a million in

and will yield

papers for canvassers in the world.
Every Congregation may obtain a Communion Service, an Organ, a Mclodeon, a Bible, or a Life Insurany other

portion, is about

annual interest liabilities to be assumed thereupon,

~

makes

por-

!

The net profit upon the Company’s

uch a paper, offering premiums of Sewing Machines, Dictionaries, Appleton’s Cyclopedia, Pianos,

msn od

For opinion no charge. Send sketch and desorip:
tion.
For wn Dlisation send model, not over one foot
in
size, and Ff 6 first Government and Stamp foes.~—
M. on the conditions herein after stipulated.
drawings, caveats; assignments pre
-8. And that we also hereby ‘petition the Ohio Specifications,
pared; rejected claims prosecuted.
Also, interfer
Northern Y.M, to: make eommon cause with ances, extension of patents, and appenis, Patents
them in Taistug the funds for thé purposes above taken out in all European countries, Illustrated
fontioged and sustaining said mission church in
amphlets, 110 pages, sent free. Address MUNN &
Sm36
eland,
x 00.)No. 81 PARK 180 Ww, N.Y.

expenses.

paper

family,

now

of which 35 per cent. only Is required for ‘operating

n

of any

miles of the road are

tion, is so heavy, and 80 advantageous, that the gross
earnings average MORE THAN A QUARTER
OF A MILLION 1% gor PER MONTH,

ufion of

of labor,

Department

hundred

-* The local business alone, upon the completed

for the destruction of social evils, Its editorial
management is impersonal; its writers and editors are
from every branch of the church, and from every
grade of society. Ithas been aptly termed
the freest

= Family

remedy,

MISSION,

14.50, col, Litchfield

Plains, Mo., 3,50, Mr.'W d King and wife, 2,00,
ver AH Morrill

Special

enlarged

It advocates universal suffrage; a

has the best Agricultural

The Bonds have. 50 Jeats to run, and are a lien. of,
221,
er mile upon the Company’s railroad and fran-

A. Coon and wife, Camden, N. J.,

-*

delivered,~without

Py hm.

England Botanic Depot, Boston, Mass.

est districts of Illicois.

Foreign Missions,
RECEIPTS

are

to be without it.—[ Boston Journal.

Mines, &c., of about 400 miles,

EXPRESS.

Nearly five

built and the grading is well advanced on two hundred and fifty miles additional,
J
The THROUGH LINE ACROSS THE CONTINENT will’
be completed by the middle of next year, when the
Overland travel will be very-Jarge,

the only paper that publishes HENRY WARD BEECHERS’S Sermons, which it does every week, just ag
they

- GOL

E, P. Tobie, Lewiston, Me.

have finished it, and now hold the key by law
till they receive their payment, As many as
have it in their hearts to turn the key and let the

recently

Received.

A G: Abbott—S Aldrich—O Bean—W Baker—W C Balley
—8 Bartlett—S Bowden—AG Bruce—A A Clough—G N
Cook—E G Chaddock—A Chase—A 8 Dudley—S Drown
O B Dudley—N Durgin—A J Dutton—S T Devoe—J S
Dinsmore—A M Everctt—A W Ensign—E J French—SByer—T Faulkner—N R George—A Derty-it Gahagan
=A C Godwin—W B Higgins—L Hildreth—E Hawey—
G 8 Hill--W W Hatch
C Hills—L Hildrith—S Hudson
—A Hill—J Jenness—W Jennison—A Merrill—W Mitchell=A H McDonald—C H Nichols—J C Pierce—A. Parsons—CL Russell—G P Ramsey—J Stevens—D Sears—
8 W Steward—J 8 Siaplog-J W Stewart—J IH Schultz—
P K Shoemaker—T C
Thompson—J Thomas—L B Tasker
J Wood—C Whipple—N Young.

.

The carpenters on the Houlton Meeting House

OUR

of the Union Movement, and opposes ritualism, close
communion, exclusiveness and church caste.
It is

4m29

E. C. Cook, Brownfield Center, Me,
J. E. Irish, Hudson, Wis.

try, and therefore will be constantly dealtin.
The greater portion of the Loan is now in the hands
of steady investors; and it is probable that before
many months, when the Road is completed and the
Loan closed, thie Bonds will he eagerly sought
fox at the highest rates.
They are issued only as the work progresses, and
to the same extent only as the U, 8. Subsidy Bonds
granted by the governmdnt to the Pacific Railroad
Companies.
:

THE CHURCH UNION.

Prepared at the

W. IY, Katon, 8. Windham, Me.

“
“

AND MOST POPULAR CORPORATE LOANS of the coun-

moth proportions. IT IS THE LARGEST RELIGIOUS PAPER IN THE WORLD. It isthe leading organ

SEVEN PER CENT. INTEREST IN

Office Addresses.

Mrs, C. C. H. Aldrich, Pheonix, N.Y.

Jeproseniod and some reported addi.
Our brethren are bringing their tithes generall
tions.
The Cleyeland church of 22 members was
and offerings into the store-house of the received, The license of Bro, Jerome Strout was
Nextsession with the'Cleveland ch,
Lord, and he is opening the windows of. renewed.
commencing Friday before the first Sabbath in
heayen to us. The Lord has given us some Feb at 1 o'clock, Passed the following resoluons :
precious mercy drops and there are signs Resolved,
1. That we recommend to the Cleveof abundance of rain. Ihave six preach- land church to purchase an addition to their
.meeting
house.
lot, of 40 feet in breadth. on the
ing places, and there is a revival interest in
, Sas side, provided they can do it on consistent
each of them, Last week several came
erms,
2. That we as a %: M. earnestly. request the
to the Saviour in different places where I
Ohio and Penn, YX. M. to become responsible to
hold moetings. We had about fitty out to the Cleveland church that the money for the ens

our last covenant meeting, and only two
or three complained of a want of the
Spirit of God. It would have done your
soul good to have been with us aiid to have
seen the tears flow so freely, and to have

-

LOOK.

has been

'

The semi-annual Coupons are payable, July 1st and
January 1st, in New York City.
,
The purchaser is charged the accrued interest from
the date of the last paid Coupon, at the Currency
rate only. |
:
This issue of Bonds constitutes one of the LARGEST

Send for circulars, with NEW
PREMIUM
RATES, before sendjop uy clubs elsewhere.
Address 8. C. THO
SON & CO.,
:
4136]
136 Federal St;; Hoston.
paper

T ARE EXPRESSUnited States Gold

Coin.”

LARGER THAN EVER!
Tus

3

AND BOTH PRINCIPAL AND
LY MADE ‘¢ payable in

DI ARA
MER :

FOR

=

They bear Six pet’ cent. intérest per annum, in gold,

ONE DOLLAR SALE,
7
especially m the line of COTTON GOODS,

A
VALUABLE MEDICINE.—Dr.J. W, Poland’s White
Pine Compound advertised in our columns, is a suc.
cessful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
virtues of the White Piné Bark..
It has been thoroughly tested by. people in this city and vicinity, and
the propHotor has testimonials to its value from persons well known to our citizens. We recommend
its
trial in all those cases of disease to which itis adapt.
ed. Itis for sale by all our druggists.—[N. ¥. Inde;
peulenty
White Pine Compound i$ now sold In every part
The
of the United States and British Provinces.

New

»

Pacific Coast to the lines now rapidly building from

Send for Circulars.
E. B. TREAT & CO., Publishers,
4435)
© 654 Broadway, New York.

BosToN, Jan. 20, 1868.

Persons prematurely gray can have their hair restored to its youthful beauty, by using Hall's Vegeta.
ble Sicilian Hair Renewer, the best article in the market.
=
.

3

National Pacific Railroad Line,

POLAND'S WHITE PINE COMPOUND.—After having
given it a thorough trial we can confidently recommend Poland's
ite Pine Compound as a very valu.
able article for the cure of colds, coughs, and pulmonic complaints generally. In several cases we have
known it. to give prompt relief when all other remedies which had
been tried had failed. Itisan article,
which, in g~-climate so promotive of sudden and severe colds as is that of New England, ought to be in
every family; and ‘we are sure that those who once
ob
it and give it a fair trial, will not thereafter be

one of its excellency.— Pittsburg Christian Advocate,

MORTAGE,

.
PACIFICA. R.CO

The Great New England Remedy.
DR.J, W. POLAND’S WHITE PINE COM:
POUND
hitis
Cures Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Dijitheria, Fr
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonci Affections generally.—
is a remarkable remedy for Kidney Complaints
o Drabetes, Difficulty of Poiding Urine, Bheodin from the Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel and other Com,
s.

them upon the sca-shore from fresh and healthy
livers; itis perfectly pure and sweet. Patients who
have once taken it can take ro other. = After years ot
experimenting, physicians have decided it better than

£1

ill color the Hair or Beard a permanent Black or
wn. It contains no poisén.
There is no slop or
stain arising from its use.
If you buy one you will
forever discard all other hair-dyes or preparations.
One Comb will be forwarded to any person on reThese Bonds are the duly authorized and accredited
ceipt of $1.25. Price list furnished to dealers only,
obligations of one of the most responsible Corpora.on application.;
:
ad
and are secured by
Address W, PATTON, Treasurer Mae1c Coums Co., | tions of the American Continent,
4435] ] ©
Springfield, Mass.
ay
an absolute first lien upon the valuable grants, fran$30 to $200
chises; railroad equipment, business, ete., of the BEST
pee month. | AGENTS
WA NT E D []
sell a new book orainia to Agriculture and the PORTION of the GREAT
Mechanic Arts, by GEO, E.
WARING, Esq., the distinguished author, and Aggie ultural Engineer of theN.Y. Central Park, &e. "Nothing, like 1t ever published; 160 engravings.
Sells atsight to farmers,
mechanics and workingmen of all classes. Adétive
extending easterly from the navigable waters of the

white and gray hair perfectly,
prevents its falling
off, is a luxuriant Qiessing and a toilet idol. Ev:
ery
bottle is warranted.
Sold everywhere. TEBBET BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.

L. R. BURLINGAME:

The purest aid sweetest Cod
world is Hazard and Caswell’s,

The Houlton Meeting House.

was well filled.

As an illustration of the truth suggested
in the above, I would call the attentién of
the reader to the following letter, which
I received a ghort {ime since from the pastor of a church in Pennsylvania.
If all our

heard

ufagtprer will be retailed to our customers at whole
sale prices. NEW ENGLAND CARPET Co.,75 Hano-

con-

the chureh since last April. The Sabbath
meetings are well attended,
but the strength
of Zion app2ars in the social meetings
Books Forwarded.
which are especially characterised by ferBY MAIL.
vent and continued prayer. Some are in-.
hiatus Phillips, Sniderville, Wis,
quiring what they must do to be saved.
H.
A. Wells, West Buxton, Me.
Smith M. Glidden, Meredith Center, N. H.
A.D. S:
Rev. A. J. Dutton, Irasburg, V

BELKNAP Q. M,, N. H.—IHeld its Nov. session

CHURCH,

work

PORTABLE ENGINE,
in good

-

MACHINE, nearly new and in good condi-

week, Nov 17th and

at Gilmanton Iron Works.’
On account of a
heavy storm the delegation was unusually small,
as was also the audience on the first day of worship. Thursday the storin abated, and the house

A WORKING ORURCH IS A-PROSPEROUS

_

Last

=

sending the gospel to the destitute.

endur-

to the level of
AL. H.

0. H. P. SHELDON,

A Letter and a Lesson.

the Star.

precious

manifest fruit of the Convention.
| The Freewill Baptist churca at Laconia
has sustained: its working element better
than any previous year for ten or twelve
years past. Two converts were baptised

»

“’

to bear

ing educated and lifted up
true manhood.

when the further and complete fitting and
furnishing of the house, as they know best

churches and ministers would

be-

perished on the scaffold, a martyr for a
race then enslaved, but which is now be-

sewing circle is about to be formed,

how to do it, will take place.

it will

ing than marble, to the memory of him
who nine years ago,only a few miles away,

attendants

from#&broad at the General Conference, 21

been

when

a flourishing collegiate institution,

of

each

especially on its young ministry, together
with the whole Israel of God. Amen!

sight,—has

time may be far remote,

The discussigns were free and spirited. An
awakened interest in Christian labor is the

in the school ere long. Blessings ample
and free be on the Wheelock Q. M., and

couldn’

And, although the

prayer,

previous visits to Sutton, we met a young
man convicted of his duty to study for the
ministry, and had’ the opportunity of suc-cessfully encouraging him to attend the
Theological School. This time we met two
such, both of whom we shall expect to see

gratification of the numerous

selves upon its success.

18th,a Union Christian Convention for Belknap County was held in this village, and
was well sustained by ministers and laymen.

appreciation and pay!
It is worthy of note that on

Co., 75 Hapover

FLoOor O1L CLOTHS.—The entire product of & man-

business relations.

word, the conditipns of getting good ministors, and a supply of them, and of keeping
them after they are got, whether in the
Wheelock Q. M. or

congratulate them-

fruit, and stands a monument, more

and others still among the living.
faithful are

We believe the friends

it is already beginning

their impress, as well as Father Woodman
Ministers true and

of re-

of the school may well

come

faithful ministerial labor. Quimby, Colby
‘and others, who have passed away leaving

.

There isa good degree

ligiotis interest among the students, and
daily prayer meetings are held in one of the

the school is appreciatedas well as the min-

some very

CURTIS

NEW ENGLAND CARPET

In

&

promising.young men in the school, who

we have no where witnessed in these re-

enjoyed

value.

3

2. One

:

| Street, Boston:

boiler—all

dition.

:

is called to out large stock 6f Three-ply and Tapestry
Brussels, comprising the very best makes and niost
modern: styles at prices much below their market

——

five-horse

;

. CARPETS.—The special attention of our customers

mein?

distance the adyantages of their low prices, they proposeto send,on the receipt of the price,20 yards or up
wards of their beautiful ottage Carpeting, at 50 cents
per yard, withsamples of ten sorts, v
% in Jie
rnishing
‘rom 25 cents to $3 per yard, suitable for
every part of any house.
’
[435 .

.€07, 75 Hanover

:

Street, Boston,

few were in

For Sale.

with eight-horse

CARPET

bie

i

Hanover¢ Street,! have Probably
Le

house in the country.

CARPETS. —Kidderminsters of the best qualities and

na
:
R. WALTERS, Clerk.

ne

ENGLAND

Kh

location, in Halls over. 71, 73, 75,

“LOOK,

sleeves that always means business, and as
often receives the seal of heaven's approba-

has

.
+R.

NEW

pe

3

i

CARPETS AT Fiery CENTS PER YARD.—400 rolls
3. One NEwsrAPER FoLper,—S.C. For-saith's-patent,—which—willfold—a—paper- beautiful Cottage Carpets—the cheapest that have
been offered in the market for years—for sale by the
HARPER'S FERRY, West Va. The Nor- about 28 by 40 inches.
New England Carpet Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.
mal -School here is still prospering. The
We know these to be good machines, beCAarpPETS. ~The special attention of dealers 1s invitnumber of its students has nearly doubled cause we have used them in this office and
1869.
BGLAN
XXIV.
ed to our large stock of Brussels Tapestries, Three- ADVANCE TERMS—Weekly $2.50.
Monthly $1.70.
since the opening ofthe present term, and
proved them. Our reasons
for selling them plys, Superfines, Extra Fines, Medium and Low
Liberal
premiunis for new
subscribers.
Send
the prospect is very flattering that there are satisfactory.” We have increased the Priced goods; also, Oil Cloths, Druggets, Rugs, Mats, stamp for circular and specimen.
9
R. P. EATON & Co., Boston, Mass.
Stair
Carpetings,
&c.,
at
much
below
the
market
willbe a much larger number in attensize of the Star, and otherwise enlargdd’ prices. New England Carpet Co., 75 Hanover Strect,
dance the coming term. The books recentour operations, thus necessitating larger Boston.
3t34
ly purchased for the library have arrived.
and different machines.
;
They consist mostly of standard works, and
magnitude of our business +hgs enabled us to
Persons wishing to purchase any one or "Tebbett’s Phy silogical Hair The
make the
will make a very good foundation for an all of these, or to make inquiries concernReégenerator.
INDUGEMENTS TO AGENTS,
extensive library. There are several very ing them; will please address the sub- ‘Is the wonder of the day! It soils Roihing, restorer

there seemed {0 be a sort of metaphorical
taking off the coat, and rolling up of the

Q. M.

in their present

rie

Prices.

CARPET

Mass., established nearly a quarter of

ago,

styles. Several invoices at less than wholesale pric-.
‘es, NEW ENGLAND CARPET COMPANY, 75 Hanover

iets
GG
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1. One

ie

The brethren had “ a mind to
Fromthe opening of the meeting,

number anotheris to be,

prices.

i Street, Boston.

We now have for sale at this office :

Prrrsrierp, N, H. We are enjoying a
gracious revival here. There have been
several very interesting conversions the
last week.

was good, and all the meetings very inter-

four graduates within

attendance.

NELSON YOUNG.

Revivals, &e.

the Lord in the salvation of sinners.
There is an encouraging religious inter—est there; and-inthe Q. M. The attendance
esting.
work.”

though tlie day was stormy and but

:

the Theological School, who onthat day was
ordained and installed pastor of the church,
thus to be ushered at-once into the work of

varied stock
has just been

Many invoices at half their market value.
Our
customers ‘will be supplied at corresponding low

7. We recommend that the Cleveland church
engage a suitable Pastor as soon as convenient.
i be Sul of over gives andre ang
ents:
ve dollars wag pledged the
above entexprise,al-

to be

nance ‘we have not - seen for~- many a day.

inthe Holy Ghost?” What an encouragement
to our young Bro. Noyes recently of

THE NEW. ENGLAND

to the said land ;[and2, provi85 and
living and fer- | shall receivea title
lid dn-from-the-recent--trade-sates-in-New-¥orke— 77, 79, 81, 83,

by good

partic- | my brethren,cboth

and - was

h anxiety,

cause

One | clagses, and I have been well supported by Farded
a 8 pormancnt oni, the Cloveiand ea

Oarpets---Don't Pay the High

‘

ts

y

ERICAN

MACHINE.
2 The sim.
plest, cheapest, and best Knitting Machine ever invented. Will knit 20,000 stitches per minute. Liberal inducements to
ents.
Address AMERICAN
KNITTING MACHINE CO., Boston, Mass:
4w33

Sold by all druggists.
GS

.
Price

KNITTING

For upards of fifty years, they have been the

stomach and bowels,

recent converts and others earnest seekers | press the obligations of the gospel on all | F. BHM Sosfety, with an sbligation on thelr

of religion.

i

only remedies of millions of people for dyspepsia, bil
lousuess, liver complaints, and all disorders of the

the title of said land vest its present in the said

Botertisements.

Ahnerfisemnts.
WANTED=-AGENTS, —Saebititis

Windy

inter- Collic—These medicines are especially recommendthe conditions | ed for relieving the oppression frequently experienced
hérein after specified to'make annually such ap- after a hearty meal-«in fact, they are the dinner pills
propriations toward the expenses of said church
as may he absolutel
needed, and the state of «they assist nature in her digestive process, correct
all acid, flatulent or bilious tendencies,
and by equal‘their treasury will admit.
b. We also as a Q. M, agreeto do our full pro- izing the, circulation prevent a flow of blood to the

time since I have been here in visiting’ from

some of them

“4, That wo will and do hereby petition the¥\

‘W. B. H. M. Society to take the Cleveland

D, APPTRTON

only 30 Comts.
&

00,92,
& 94

me,

Da

Jag Dé
3

>

:

Tubligpng.

og

-

~

.

Trove

_
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——

heavy stone,

Oh,
:

Time} and yoke them to the imperial car;
Far, through a mist of tears,
THe brighter day appears,
Whose early blushes tinge the Bills afar.

stance.

glorious fields

are.

spread

or any

sub-,| en.”

other" weighty

Nets are tied fo the arms

| the whole steady. This machine they: let
{ down in the water ‘till they feel it touch
the bottom.

be-

Their necks aloft, and snuff the morning wind,

Till the fleet moments bring.
The expected sign to spring

~

these glooms

>

The rope is then made

be,

tyrant brood have

wound

‘About her helpless limbs the steely braid,
And toward a gulf profound
They drag her gagged and bound,
Down among dead ‘men’s -hones, and frost and

yo

shade,
Oh,

re

The wonder of the realms; in prouder years

.
To thee the ancient Jeep
+* Revealed his pleasant, undiscovered lands;
i
From mines where jewels sleep;

“Tilled plain and vine-clad steep,
Earth’s richest spoil was offered to thy hands.
Yet thou, when land and sea
Sent thee their tribute with each rolling wave,

And kingdoms cranched to thee,

;

Wertefalse to Liberty,
And therefore art thou now a shackled slaye.
Wilt thou not, yet again,
Put forth the sleeping strength that in thee lies,
And snap the shameful chain,
>:
And force that tyrant train

To flee before the anger of thine eyes ?

yw

— William Cullen Bryant. *

The Angel
—S—

"Thy draughts are sweet and deep,
For Memory slumbers on her throne,
Rocked by the angel Sleep.
There is a face whose loveliness Is marred by lines of care;
But Sleep has swept it with his kiss
And made it smooth and fair.
There is a worn and weary brain
That rests uatil the morn;
There is a heart that beats with pain,
That feels no more forlorn.
Oh, death’s fair brother, how divine
Must be that slumber deep,
More sweet, more calm, more free than thine,
‘When his beloved sleep.

The Family Siecle.
Coral Islands.
The coral reefs and islands of Southern
Seas are ranked among
ders of natu
. known, entifely

the greatest

to the surface

in breadth; by degrees the
gathers

loose

reef,

they

it out
asit is

substances,

which

couragingly.

and

find pretty

and corals upon

won-

not

knowing

1 of bands of little creatures so small as to be
| called animalculee.

Ht isa wonderful thing

as much in your own way as these apparently insignificant little creatures; then
you will never feel when your life* ®omes to
that

it has

been

lost

proved.

or

misim-

:

I will just tell you, .too,

my

F should like to

vigit the Coral Islands and Reefs which stud
the Indian Ocean and all along the coast of
China and Japan.
Some of them are quite large, others only
forming alittle circling outline: within isa
smooth, pleasant bay, which might tempt
the ignorant sailor to moor his vessel in its
quiet waters; but.woe to him if he does; he

!

broad lap of plenty sloping from the Rocky
Mountains down to the very Atlantic shore,
as if inviting the hungry nations to come

over to it and be fed.

the bestadvantage,—and to think that millions of us live on salt pork, sour or saleratus bread, and horrible, heavy pies !—Atlan-

tic Monthly.

dear young

their mothér.

impet-

and were

to send

different

from our home here that could not describe it to you so that yoa could under-

friends, what some of you, perhaps, are not

stand it, still it was far more beautiful than

aware of; that the sponge which you see
.,
*
and use every day is also formed by

anything you had ever seen, should you believe me?”
“Yes,

mamma,” said

both children.

¢ And should you want to come and
with me ?” she asked.
‘I would go anywhere with you,”
Ralph, coming closer to her.
:
“I should think you might take us:
yau the first time you went,” said Lulu
cidedly.
ia
¢¢ So heaven ismore beautiful than

live
’
said

friends, through the smooth ‘coxal mouth-

piece of your whistle and bells; so that you

thread and several feet long, of bright yel-

be as much like heaven as I can,” sajd Lu-

low and sometimes of a_blue

Iu, blundering

resemble snails, and some
lobsters in shape, but soft,

color; others
are not unlike
and not above

two inches long.”

Two

Oranges.
Sr

Ralph was

the

as

usual.

W——

sunniest,

homeliest,

little

tow-head that ever waded through

a mud-

puddle,

a

and Lulu was as bright

as

sun-

beam and as sweat as a spring violet. They
made the sharp, staring little house bubble
all over with laughtep-and blossom all over
with love. Their grandmother said, *¢ they

* Bat I *hope

I

shall have
a doll's house made out-of red
and white checkers, and chairs mad¢ of
real, live stars, and a

Ralph and Lulu were brother and sister.

was almost as good as Christmas,

Lulu was smelling and smoothing hers,
and twirling’about on her toes in delight,

should all feel an interest in the article, and | when her

I'am quite sure you will be surprised when

I tell you these ornaments and playthings,
or rather the substance of which they are

made, was formed by a tiny insect.
Xf you could really see those pretty silands and reefs that stud the whole shores

of Asia, the Red Sea, and all the coasts of
Africa, you would not believe it possible

mother asked, “# Now

you is going to be generous-and

which

of

give your

orange to Mr. Johnson, poor, sick man ?”
The bright look faded out-of their eyes,
and the [smiling faces grew sobet. It was
so seldom they had an orange, or candy, or
anything nice, it seemed too bad to give up
either of these.

“‘¢ How should you feel if you were sick
in bed,” continued their mother, ‘and

that all this work has been accomplished
by a little insect, a thing which, perhaps, could not roll a hoop, or sail a boar, “or sit:
you would despise were you to see it; and up a minute, bus haveto lie in bed all. day
yet
do you ever hope to accomplish half long and ache and be so tired all over ?
‘that those little creatures hive

done? Aye,

if you only believe it, you can do more and

better things. The work of this patient in-

Wouldn't you

like to have somebody give

you an orange?"
‘ But,

mamma,” began

Lulu,

uneasily,

sect has destroyed navies, for ship after’ for she could not deny that what her mother
ship has Struck upon the unseen but fatal ‘said was true, but the orange was dear to
»
reefs, and gone down with naught bat the her little heart.
cordl insectsto mourn over them. They
¢* And supposing we were poor like Mr.

Juve ou the meansof
iness.

(on

may,

giving much un. Johnson, so that we hadnt any money to
huy you anything to cool your throat with,”

by being
as persever-

Wn gelioa do as much good in
ht

Same Publishers,

pp. 275.

~The vivacious, healthful, unaffected, graceful
and-often”
versifieation-that-have-|
for years been circulating through ‘our current
literature, bearing this pretty and musical name
as author, have been thoroughly populair, It is
a fitting thing that has been done in bringing together the sweetest-voiced among these songs,
and setting them to make more decided and

stove

that

will

boil

water.
That’s prettier than anything I can
think of!
‘ How can I make her understand anything about it! ” thought her mother, hopelessly.’
:
Rn

“ Let's give him both oranges,
said Ralph,

Lulu agreed.

Lulu,”

‘But

do you

suppose Christ would like to have such a
little boy as me in heaven?” he asked earnestly.

/

q

:

His mother’s heart gave a throb, * When
He was on earth, he took little

continued

her mother,

‘and

you

never

by

other

household

cares,

children in

devote

them-

while the superior ‘keenness of her senses

and fastidiousness of her taste must fit her
peculiarly for all its finer and more complicated triumphs, All the Paris letters lately

Veron

cook of the late

of Paris,—only

a woman,

Success to the Riverside !——Hours
(New York: Charles Scribner & Co)

While the type is fine,

almost reached their limit. The great Sir Walter is really here in his full proportions, with the
“full music of Marmion, Rokeby, Don Roderick,
Lady of the Lake, Lay
all the rest.
REMINISCENCES

Andrew

OF

of the last

EUROPEAN

P. Peabody.

New

Minstrel, and’
:
TravEL:.

B

York? Hurd &

Houghton.
1868.
12mo. pp. 816.
No book of travels that confines the

reader's

JLLUSTRATBD

CATALOGUES.

Osgood& Co.,~the

Messrs. Fields,

title of the

new

firm

since

Mr. Tigknor retired from the Hous&¥a long;so
widely'and so favorably known as Ticknor &
Fields,~send us the most splendidly got up Cat-

alogues

of their

Juvenile and their Holiday

Books that have ever

met our eyes.

press and the abundant

The letter-

illustrations
are second

only to the excellence of the splendid books
themselves which are thus advertised and de‘scribed. Both lists of books are large and choice.
The new firm evidently means enterprise. The
Catalogues will be sent post paid on application

SMITR’S BIBLE DICTIONARY, Part'’X1V., has
come to hand. This installment takes us from

near being morbid.
But he had -a robust intellect which foreyer kept him clear of literary foppishness and dilettanteism.
And as a delineator
of character he exhibits a skill in laying on the
colors equal to the boldness and originality which
marked his conceptions.
He was a slave to no
one sphere or style. He was a master. of romance, analysis, description and satire. His Celestial Railroad, his Scarlet Letter, and his Marble Faun, representing as they do such dissimilar

jective
to the
which
these

page. The scholarship

mental

of philosophy

moods, are sure of a long life.

He was

value and significance that they may have
new observer. It is noj so much Europe
an intelligent reader will seek to find in
pages, as it is to find Dr. Peabody as he is

products of its life.
tending one;

no

This book is a very unpre-

attempt

is made

to find

ties in old and familiar objects ; there is not much
and

generalization:

and

none

of

Alpine glaciers when they are kindled by the sun,
and won admiration like the Milan Cathedral

and pleasantly what was seen and what impression was made, and his calmness, cultivation and
receptivity are indicated on every page. There
are some choice bits of description; now and
then one finds a paragraph of criticism that richly deserves the name; and the Christian
lessons
which are suggested by what is seen a
Can

12mo.

One should write of Mrs. Phelps’s volume after

having slept anight upon it.
is likely to

be written in

Otherwise a notice

superlatives

saturated

with grateful tears. She is a most graceful writer,

deep-hearted, having a soul as devout as it is humanely

sympathetic.

Her

style is picturesque,

cultivated and wonderfully telling; and her appeal to the religious sensibility of her reader is
80 deferential as to disarm opposition, and so effective

that the

response

and unresisting.
tiful, sincere

is sure

to be

prompt

Her dedicationis unique, beau-

and

winning.

It

is in these

few

words:
,
bh «©
"To my father, whose life, like a perfume from
beyond the Gates, penetrates every life which
nears it, the readers of this little book will owe

whatever pleasant thing they may find within its

pages.

There

:

isthe

have been
youmg

thread

of a story, purporting

transcribed

lady, whose

from

only

the Journal

near

relative,

to

of a
a

true

brother, went suddenly_from the ranks of the
Union army to heaven. This bereavement left
her in bitterness and midnight which her Christian faith could not neutralize or illumine, until
hér

aunt, Mrs. Forceythe,~the

smitten

clergy-

man’s widow and the glad-hearted human saint
all in one,~came to her from her home in Kansas, and with a lore

that

is born

of heart-griefs

and triumphs, a delicacy that is wiser than philosophy, and a life-ministry

that clearly

copies

Christ’s, won her thoughts from her sorrows and

nearness, and filled thé dark earthly ‘sphere with
gates thus set ajar.
The book is really an

attempt

features of the better land

to set forth the

and life in a manner

consonant with regson and Scripture, and yet in
such a way .as to render its influence healing to
the spirits that are wounded by bereavements,
and attractive to those whose hearts are in real
sympathy with what is noble and beautiful and
pure. We have no doubt that many will at first
feel both surprise and resistance at the prestnta-

est soft.

employed

Book
‘has been prepared with much care, and, instead of confining itself to the form and speeial

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
‘

An

Official

Picture.

Gen. G. H. Thomas,

of the

prayer, and ifideed with almost the entire circle
of related theological topics.
It has the merits
of comprehensiveness, directness and simplicity,
and it can hardly fail to be suggestive.

Department

of the Cumberland, has made his annual
‘report to Gen. Grant.
It is a plain, honest,
substantial, and vigorous document, em-

bodying the leading qualities of the author.
It has no partisanship, but it -abomnds in

straightforwardness. His account of things
in that part of the South with which his
observation and experience have made him
familiar, is entitled to careful attention.

He shows clearly enough that the Ku-KluxKlan is far from being a myth,

spirit is brutal and its work
report closes thus:
.

and

that its

bloody.
:

The eauses of this lawlessness

Hi

are differ-

ent in different States, and apply more par-

ticularly to Kentucky and Tennessee than to
West Virginia. From the latter State there
has been no complaint received other than
that of the Governorin his call for troops before mentioned,
the sending

of which accom-

plished the objectsfor which
they were needed. In Tennessee, where a majority of the
late rebels are disteanWhised, they and sympathizers with them have a hatred for State
authorities whichis unconcealed and agressive. In localities where the disfranhised element is strong, a spirit of persecution towards those in sympathy with the
authorities—those who recognize the po-

litical rights of the enfranchised

negroes

and the negroes Sieghstl Ves = especially
shows itself in utter contempt of
the «law,
and violence is openly
talked of. The

editorial articles -of the
public press are
such as to create the most intense hatred in
the breasts of ex-rebeis and their sympa-

significance of the petitions which our Lord gave
to his disciples,.deals with the whole subject of thizers.

E4

is of the high-

New York: Hurd & Houghton,

novel-

the tricks of rhetoricians are employed to tickle
the fancy or exalt the audience. He tells plainly

Boston: Fields, O
& Co. 1869.
pp. 248. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

Jordan to Kir of Moab, and reaches thc 1568th

with Europe speaking to him through its myriad symbols, impressing
him
with
its wonders of nature and art, and unfolding to him the

‘brilliant at will, but rarely warm with a human
and sensuous sympathy.
Ie glittered like the

the sacred splendor that streamed through the

that she has a special gift or instinct for it ;

bargain.
AT HoME

which it paints.
It will differ from others chiefly in the special setting and relations of the facts
that have been so often narrated, and in the sub.

necromancy. Being one ofthe great original functions of woman, like clothes-mak-

ing ‘and infant-rearing, there is no doubt

every subscriber to the next volume, on pay-

ment of the usual price, $2,50, an admirable
| -Chromo; entitled *“ The Quack “Poctor,”—ga pic-

to the publishers, at Boston,

herself, niade the other avorld assume reality and

Dr.

ries this month, so that it may enter upon its
third volume with a clear course. The great
story-teller, Hans Andersen, is to. commeicé one”

attention to Europe can be really new in the facts
which it communicates or in the general pictures

selves, like lesser providences, to its benign

have mentioned Sophie,

A.

It closes its serial sto-

which commenced its VII. volume with the issue for Nov.,is holding on its admirable way,
and proving thoroughly true to its early promise;
It never panders to what is low, never becomes
abiding: harmony as they will henceforth do in feeble nor lapses into dullness, and has supplied
the taste
rchestra afforded them by this vol- some of the best current literature for intelligent
ume. Lacking something of Mrs. Browning’s and cultivated readers which has appeared in
genius, and Jean Ingelow’s high art, and George any quarter. Profs, Porter and De Vere are
Eliot’s fire, and Alice Cary’s depth and pathos, among thé contribytors to the issue for Dec., and
Lucy Larcom is yet a singer whose strains forev- their solidity is set over against other things that
er catch and hold the ear by their sweetness, and are crammed with entertainment,——THE AMERtend only to harmonize the. discords of life, and CAN NATURALIST (Salem : Peabody Academy
of Science) gains in interest and loses nothing of
set souls soaring, if it moves them at all, toward
that which is higher and nobler.
: its great value as a popularizer of science. Two
articles inthe last issue,~Deer and Deer-hunting in Texas, and the Habits of Spiders,~are full
THE POETICAL WORKS OF SIR WALTER SCOTT,
of curious information given in amost charming
Baronet.
Complete Edition,
Same Publishand appreciative style.~~THE NURSERY (Bosers, etc. 1869. Square 18mo, pp. 487.
‘What had already been done for Tennyson and ton: John L. Shorey) is as delightful as ever;
Whittier and Longfellow, in putting their com- and that means that it is not only the best m
plete poetical works into a single and convenient zine for very young readers now published, but
that nothing else makes even an approach to it
Npegket volume, has now been done for the great
cottish Bard. This Diamond Edition is every in beauty, genius and takingmess.,

“The examination of a coral reef,” says
when flooded with moonlight.
His page fascia late writer, Captain B. Hall, ‘during the
nates by its magnetic quality rather than wins
with by the tender and humane sympathies which puldifferent stages of one tide is particularly
de- sate quietly in the paragraphs of Irving, or voice
interesting.
When the tide has left it for
themselves in the sweet music of Longfellow.
some time it becomes dry and appears to
be a compact rock, exceedingly hard and
any- But Hawthorne has marked merits, and whatev- sionally drawn ouf in a manner that shows the
gives us an insight into the real mental work- royalty of the observer's spiritual nature, snd
rugged; but as the tide rises and the waves thing we can imagine, though ths Bible er
ings of the man is richly worth study.
tells how everything is truly great and usefalin
begin to wash over it, the coral-worms pre- does not tell us how it looks. Every one
These volumes are admirable for the clearness proportion as it ministers to the progress of truth
trade themselves from holes that were be- is happy there. There are no unkind words. with which they bring out the workings of a and the advancement of the human race in the
fore invisible. Those animals are ofa great There is no paiy, and no tears are ever mind that was mong
or less an enigma to many
knowledge of God and the practice of righteonswho partially knew*him.
They are full of fragness. It is a volume of real worth to those who
variety of shapes and sizes,and in such pro- shed.”
;
crude but striking
suggestions, of can sympathize with the
author's wholesome
digious numbers that in a short time the
“What!
Don't.they ever get cross ‘and ments,—of
pithy observations upon common events, of sudwhole surface of rock appears to be alive cry? Not when they get stones in their den hints that'might be used in the development tastes and elevated type of thought and life, .Its
aim is npt to amuse but to instruct. It will not
.| and in motion.
The most common worm shoes,and the strings get in hard knsts, and of a treatise or a story, of pithy aphggisims, of excite
the passions but broaden the mind. It
isin the form of a star, with arms from everything ?” interrupted Lulu.
: quaint cenceits, of keen obsérvations, of extracts may not captivate by novelty and brilliance, but,
four to six inche§ long, which are moved
“ They leave the stones and shoes ‘here. from private letters wherein he has voiced the what is far better, it will give genuine stimulus
about with a rapid motion in all directions, But if my little girl asks Christ to help her, deeper as well as the sweeter experiences of his and tend to secure a true elevation of spirit in
heart, of chaste and touching bits of deseription;
probably to catch food. Others are so slug- she can be patient and pleasant even with —and now and then there are paragraphs that the reader.
gish that they may be mistaken for pieces of stones in her shoes, and her strings in hard bring out the full measure of his mental and literock, and are generally of a dark color, and knots. “And Christ will be in heaven lov- rary power. The volumes will be especially WILLY MAITLAND or the Lord’s Prayer illustrated. Boston: Henry Hoyt.
18mo. pp. 152.
from four to five inches long, and two or ing us and watching over us just as he does welcome to all who have learned to admire HawNEW QUESTION-BOOK
ON THE LORD'S
three round. When the coral is broken here, only we shall see him and be like thorne’s rare genius, and have longed to come A PRAYER.
Practically illustrated and applied.
about high water mark, it is a solid hard him, and we shall be trying ali the time to closer to the personality of the man, The readBy Rev. J. M. H. Dow. Same.Publisher.—
er has here a ticket of admissien to his mental
18mo. pp. 141.
:
stone ; but if any part of it be detached at do just ashe wants us to, instead of being
laboratory, and the face of the alchemist relaxes
The first of these volumes very happily illusa spot where the tide reaches every day, selfish and only thinking what we want almost into a smile of welcome.
&
trates and strongly impresses the thoughts sugit is found to be fullof worms of different ourselves.”
a
gested by the Lord’s Prayer, under the guise of
lengths and colors, some beingas fine asa
| * Mr. Johnson may have my orange. I'll THE GATES AJAR. BY Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, a pleasant and animated story.—The Question:

were always into something, if it was not bis arms ‘and blessed them, and what he
one thing it was another, either tearing
“would be lost, indeed.
: their clothes off,or pulling the house down ;” loved then he loves now as well,” she said.
You have all of you, I am sure, scen the. but her eyes were twinkling with pride
pretty branching coral of which these is- and pleasure all the time she was saying it,’
.. Cookery.
lands are made. Many,I may almost say all and she would not Rave known how to live
of you, have worn it around your necks and without their rush and bustle.
a
Regarding cookery, I believe that, like
wrists, cut into bracelets and necklaces;
One day an old gentleman gave them an dress, it will never be what it can and
for what child is there to whom some kind orange apiece. They had never had more ought to become, until women of social and
friend does not present this coveted gift; than half a dozen oranges before in all their intellectual culture make it the business of
and if not worn by you, you have whistled lives, so it was no wonder that they said it their lives, and, with thoughts unfettered

many a time, to the discomfiture of” your

Hawthorne’s place among American anthors'is
eminent and yet peculiar. His mind was unique,

cies, and his tastes and dympathies game very

said

you word that though it was so

a sea insect or Worm upon rocks in the sea.

PASSAGES FROM THE AMERICAN NOTE-BOOKS
OF NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.
In two vol
umes. Boston: Ticknor
& Fields. 1868, 12mo.
pp. 222, 228, Sold by,D. Lothrop & Co.

it great variety.
He cared little for the ordinary
bays wherewith the public crowns its favgrites.
His feeling toward the conventionalisms even of
literary society fell but little short of contempt.
There was something almost weird in his fan-

3

“If I wereto go away to

a very far off country,

12mo.

rior that the tax upon the eyes is not very serious; and the beauty and economy seem to have

that

children,”

By Lucy Larcom.
1869.

way an admirable thing.

sweeter | and the products of it are not less so. He was a
man of moods, and so his different works exhib-

Lulu

ete,

the paper is so clear and the press-work so supe-

stay here just as

¢ Listen to me a minute,

:
|

‘‘ Then folks make believe it is a great

uously.
And I shall
long as I can.”

What feasts fit for

the immortals might grace every table, if
we only knew how to turn our treasures to

‘x

to him than that of the congregation
ne'er broke up.
deal nicer than it is,” burst in

’

is it not? I hope you will all strive to do.

close,

.

-

the babbling brook was evidently

that ithas been raised wholly by the labor |

of innumerable little insects, who toil inces-

santlyto erect these curious habitations for

that she

isn’t it P—go to meeting and all sit on sofas
like the, minister ? So what good would
oran geste hn Ralph gave a mournful
sigh. The
;
ought of the orange gree
and |

shells, sponges

this island,

that it has often seemed to me a misnomer
to call our country *Father-land,”—Motherland she is for the whole earth, with her

‘ But that is what they do in heaven;

it, builds there his cabin or his hut, gathers
"his family about him, and children dance

and play,

with such bouiity to her adopted children

did. “It was all about a tree righton the
bank of the river, and oranges enough on
it for every body and some over.”
“Iam glad you were so attentive, Lulu
|.

It is a well-known

variéty and abundance of the best feod that
Nature-gives as we ourselves. She teems”

remembered so much more than her mother

hundred

leave it, and descend again, or work

They are made, it is™%vell
by the industrious labors

their own accomodation.

said Lulu, feelinga little superior

‘ But what, my son,” said his mother en-

two

their accomplishments.

fact that no nation in the world has such a

Lulu’s theology.
|. “Why we read about it at prayers the oth‘er day..
Don’t you remember, mamma”

stance.

He droops his plumy, snow-soft wings,
He waves his balmy hand,
:
And wide the gate of silence swings
That guards the shadowy land.
Forgot is Time the sentinel;
That stands outside the door;
* The gloomy train of cares as well
'Fhat clogged our steps before.
Oh, river of oblivion!

and

coa nuts get floated to it, land birds visit it,

than

ing home to benefit the whole country with

He'll

“Who put such an idea as that into your

It is, as you well know, a most useful sub-

of Sleep.

a ‘flash.

he.

form upon it a nice vegetable soil ; then co-

more

feet high; asit comes

a

Then shall the harnessed years
Sweep onward with thee to that glorious hight
‘Which even now appears
Bright through the mist of tears,—
The dwelling place of Liberty and Light.

like

head?” asked her mother, rather startled at

carrying the seeds of shrubs and trees;
every high tide and every gale ads something to it; it soon assumes the form of an
island, and before long it looks so tempting and pretty that man takes possession of

Thy haughty forehead wore,
:
‘What it shall wear no more,
THe diadem of both the hemispheres.

Lulu,

but it did not say oranges—only fruit.”
¢ Didn't it ?” said Lulu, with a disappointed look.
oo
‘ Never mind, Lu. - You couldn't eat oranges in meeting, you know,” said Ralph,
who dlways found sunbeams even in shadows.
¢ Bat,” then Ralph hesitated.

termed,

Spain! thou wert of yore,

in

to study under just such artists as the great
Sophie above mentioned, and then return-

I haven't got but just this one.”

tyas St. Helena. The little insect laborérs
cannot work out of the water; they build
from the bottom of the sea to the top a solid
wall, sometimes

comé universal,
we shall probably see.American ladies in dozens going out to Paris

:

have more than he can eat in heaven,

and jagged; but it isnot so. There are one
or two on the coast of New South Wales
which are described as being quite as pretho

another, confection from a third, andj¢"om PoEMs.

Says

¢ I wouldn't take it if I were

You would think, I suppose, that a coral

-“To Spain, and lead her to the lofty seat;
But, ere she mount, the chains
‘Whose cruel strength constrains
Her limbs, must fall in fragments at her feet.
A

iF

:

my orange,” broke

fast to

island must be a very funny looking thing,
branching up in all directions, and rough

Yoke them, and yield the reins

“4

Ares

“Then I shouldn’t think he would want

the nets. When they have taken a sufficient
quantity they raise the machine and disentangle the coral.
4

The fiery coursers fling *

and leave

=

«Is he going to die ?” asked Ralph, sol-{ If the co-operative kitchen should ever be-

of the

the boat, and the fishers row about over:
- The dark blue Midland Sea
the corsl beds. The stones break off the
And that immensity
| coral from the rocks, and it gets tangled in
Of Western waters which once hailed thee queen!

Along their paths
hind.

:

emnly.
an
cross which are balanced by a rope to keep | FS
Ti ORT

. A brighter day for thee,
Oh, realm! whose
tween

Ralph.

The coral fishers make a great cross of | His mother shook her head. * He will
‘wool, to the center of which they fix a neverbe well again till Tie reaches heav-

~ Harness the impatient years,

ST

ed

od practiced there to-obtain the coral :—

A Brighter Day.

cry over it in‘sué¢h a'mental mood as makes ev-

so eagerly for its coming.

| ery. sob a luxury, It is a sermon of consolation
such as few. pulpits ever- utter, and a medicine | of his characteristic ‘tales in the issue. for Jan.,
“advantage of gastronomical education, such for heart-wounds such .as #iot many mourners gud a host of first.class writers are to bring their
as go through the great French chefs, who have been able to find.
best gifts to spread this board with a sort of roy-.
al bounty. Besides this,the publishers offer to _
learn sauces from one master, enirees from

«Perhaps he is well by this time,” suggest

eler in Sicily thus describes the meth-

a

fore, above all things, let the co-operative
housekeeper appoint one of their number,
at a liberal salary, to the’ office of cook-inchief. If possible, let them afford her evewmy

1 would give him mine, if I only knew
‘used in medicine, White coral is the ‘most i
abundant,
and black, the most valued, he would be polite and say, ¢ No, I thank
because the rarest. An interesting trav--{-¥ou, *. said Lulu.

:

rs

book can go threugh it with dry eyes; and they
who enter into
its real spirit and meaning will

Ti

The effect of this is to canse disturbance
throughout the State by inciting the ruffianly portion of this class of citizens to mur-

r and maltreat white unionists and colored people in localities where no United,
tates
are stationed. The local au-

pli
often have not the will, and more
Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.
on have not the power to su
Or preMost of the Magazines end a volume with the vent these disturbances. In Kentucky .dis-

issue for December, and thére is generally quite
as much promise for the future

in the vigor and

enterprise whieh they continue to exhibit as in
the programme for 1869 which some of them dis-

play. ~PUTNAM’S MONTHLY (New York: G. P.
Pygpam & Son), has several solid papers, as those
on A Pinch of Salt, and
mént, but it seasons the

the Treasury Depart.
feast with some admi-

rable papers of a lighter order, among which
Planchette and Stonewall Jackson are both attractive and valuable.
The statement hardly
needs repeating, that this Magazine started with
a view of holding a place in the very first rank
of monthlies, and it holds it steadily. The poet-

ic romance of Howells

in this month’s issue is a

novelty ——HARPER’S
MAGAZINE
(Harper &
Bros., New York), is an old favorite; its popu-

‘larity is something remarkable and its circulation immense; but it does not at all rely upon
merits already

gained

and

a reputation

that is

undeniable. In its abundant and varied reading
| matter, where every sort of healthy taste canbe
gratified, in its numerous and often superb illustrations, in its unique and unapproachable “Easy
Chair,” and espegially in the immense amount of
material which it supplies for the money which
it costs, it has the means of making a powerful
appeal to those who wish entertainment that is
real, ample and-cheap. The contents of the pres-

ent number,~~which begins the XXXVIIIL. vol-

ume,—are of more than usual interest.——THE
GALAXY (New York: Sheldon & Co.) sprang at
once intp new. vigor when it passed into the

hands of ité present publishers, and it has really
been gaining in solid merits

ever since, without

franchisement cannot be alleged as a reason
for these disturbances. There the mass of

the people are in
sympathy with the State
authorities and make no attempt to resist

them. The colored people are quiet and
peaceable. They have
no oe)
rights,
not being
enfranchiséd.
Yet ruffians are
ermitted to tyrannize over them without
ear of punishment. The testimony of neroes is refused in the State courts, and the
{nited States courts are difficult of access

to an ignorant people without friends or in-

fluence. In some districts some ex-Union
soldiers are persecuted by their more numerous rebel neighbors until they are forced ine
to a resistance, which some
ends with
the loss of their lives, or they are compelled in self-defense to emigrate. An appeal
to the courts affords bnt little hope of redress,as the magistrates and juries too often
decide in accordance with their preju-

dices, and without regard to justice.
The controling cause of the unsettled
dition of affairs in the department is that
e greatest efforts made by defeated insur-

gents
since the close of the war, have. been -.
to promulgate the idea that the cause of

liberty, justice, humanity, equality, and
all the calander of virtues, suffered violence
and ‘wrong when the effort for southern independence failed. This is of course intendedas a species of political cant, where-

by the crime of treason might be covered
with a counterfeit varnish .of patriotism, so
that the parteipators in the rebellion might
0 down in history handin hand with
the

and probably an uneducated woman at tion of some of. these views, like whet were ex losing’ anything of its freedom, pluck and spar- |
efenders of the govérmment, thus wi
that. Nevertheless, she is said to be *the perienced by Deacoti Quirk and Dr: Bland, and,] yle.—Tuw SABuATH AT HoME (Bo
| out their own stains, A species of seMmost
readers
will
perhaps
think
that
the
repre
Tract Society) maintains its distinctive charac. forgiveness amazing in its
most consummate culibary artist of the
tery, when sentations are. more beautiful than true, and.
day ; looking down with unspeakable con- gprang rather from imagination than grew natu- ter and ‘position as a monthly whose tone no Hit is congidered that the lite and property
teacher or parent can properly object justly forfeited by the laws of the country,
tempt on Baron Brisse, and even on Rossini rally out of the. New Testament. But the truly Christian
to.
A thoroughly Christian element runs
and Alexander Dumas. Ministers, bank- gporrowful and smitten, the aspiring and baf- through the work, and it supplies reading which of war and of nations, through the magnanimity of the government and the peoers, artists, men of letters, paid -obsequious fled, the misguided and lonely, the hampered and may Well occupy attention during the hours of ple,
was not exacted from them. Under
defeated
souls
that
are
to
be
found
among
us,will
court to this divinity of the kitchen, who
the Sabbath, and which will rather induce a love this inspiration the education of the great
read
these
pages
with
the
eagerncss
of
hunger,
for the Bible, the family altar and the sanctuary bodyof the people, moral, religious and
ruled despotically over her master’s houseup from them with the intense yearning of than furnish a substitute or create a disrelish. political, has been turned into channels
hold and dining-room, and who had made logk
prayer and the strong purpose of hope, and find
it a law that no more than fourteen guests the irrepressible moisture in the eyes fregently It numbers among its eontributors some of the wherein ull might unite in common. The
best writers in the country, and they do not at impoverishment of the South resulting from .
should ever sit together at the ‘doctor's ta- blurring the paragraphs. Such an appeal to what all forget that the promotion of a devout spirit is war and its concomitants; the éméncipable,” If such is her success, what an artist is deepest, tenderest and holiest in the human not to be secured through dullness.——Ax- tion of slaves and consequent loss of subpnd uiieertainty of
was lost to theworld in the New England heart has been rarely made. Only a woman who THUR'S HOME MAGAZINE (T. 8, Arthur & Sons, stance ; the ambi
up its reputation as a pleasant and political rights and financial values, as well 4
housekeeper I.attempted to describe. . Dels has known sorrow and been sanctified by it could Phila.) k

had an orangeor anything good except
when some
gave it to you, than if a jeate to etherealness,acourate to mathematlittle boy “and girl had @ whole orange ical severity, she might have wrought marapiece, shouldn't you wish
would be vels indeed, had she been initiated into the
| generous tnd give you one ?
mysteries of the modern cuisine. There-

have conceived such a book as this; only a wom-

an of the rarest mental gifts and of eminent sym.

metry

and wholeness of belng

could

have

wrought out the concept{on as it is ‘embodied in
this” volume, Nobody that tought to read the

high-toned nionthly, and 1s a deserving favorite | as personal rivalries, have all combined to
in a multitade of families.
Tux RIversipn gtrengthen the efforts of pernicious teachMacazing (New York: Hurd & Houghton) is ers, The evil dohe has been great, and it
pronounced ** wide-awake”

and ‘‘ splendid”

the Hye boys and girls that wateh every Ai
/

by

is not discernible that an immediate immay be wap ected.

:

®

+.
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Karthquakes and Tidal Waves.
-

MORNING

inence, in thesnidst-of cultivated felis, and
accommodates between four and five, hun-

Later and fuller details are every day increasing the interest with which scientific

,

%

her infinite gain.

neither thought, rior labor, nor anything
can stop. It is similar to that of a pendu-

from the suburbs of Canton, on a-slight em-

asylum. All persons recognized or de- onds,so that twenty of them made a minute,
observers regard the recent earthquakes clared by the authorities to be lepers are and these I add to others continually.”
and tidal disturbances, and confirming our | sent to
Se asylums, of which there are
first impression that these convulsions of na- three in the neighborhood of Canton. Neiture would prove to be among the most re- ‘ther husband, wife, nor child are allowed
Beecher at Dinner.
markable and extensive of which there is to accompany the Jepento the asylum; but
3
*e A
nia
any written record. They have been expe- they are
0Qse vonjugal mates
allowed to
"A Canadian minister gives the following
of the same. The chil- |
last | from the inmates
ring. to supPy and thergls no reason
Toms
.
| d
____ three months,
fx
086.
emain’
in the |
pose that we have yet
e Tast of0
them,
| vj
I saw of them a great number, ble, the subject (0) American politics
the latest having been recorded onl
v
from the age of infancy to twenty- been discussed between Mr. Beecher and
week Ago. The shocks have foliowed no. five years, and, in fact, judging from the
his guest, and the conversation was resumparti
direction, and beer confined to great. number of sound people
in the esno particular quarter of the earth. Begin- ‘tablishment, the offspring would seem as ed as soon as grace had been said, with an
interest which bid fair to supersede the orning in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, numerous as the
legitimate occupants
of the
they seem to have affected all its eastern place. Only one leperadmitted that he was dinnslly important act of dining. The sou
shores and its southern and western islands, ‘the son of another leper then in the place. dispatched, it was some time before enoug
of the joint was carved to serve" the guest,

and then, skipping the whole breadth of the As a rule, they try to conceal their descent
/ North American ¢
nt and the Atlantic from diseased
parents. The village itself
Ocean, to have broken out in Irelaid. . We forms a rectangle, surrounded by a brick
et learn that the remoter countries of wall twelve feet high, with a gate which is
ve likewise been shaken. The first closed every night. The following deof this great series of convulsions, so far as scription may give you an idea ofits inner

* Glorious home above.”

extends, occurred

Sandwich

in the

Islands, eleven days before the

terrible disaster in Peru.

Violent

shocks

* were felt in different parts of the group

from the 2d to the 9th of August, accom-

ed
heavy storms of thunder and
tning. The western coast of South. America was devastated by awful earthquakes from the 13th to the 16th of August,
and
at the same time the shocks were felt

Ei

again in the Sandwich Islands, though less
severely

than

before.

On

the

17th there

were shocks in New Zealand. About the
middle of
mber shocks were felt by

vesselsin the
tern Pacific. On or about
the 1st of October they were experienced
n in the Sandwich Islands. In Cali+ fornia they were felt from the 21st to the
25th, with considerable severity, and were
repeated slightly up to the 6th of Navember. On the 23d of .October we hear of
earthquakes in Ireland. On the 4th of November there was one at Vancouver Island.
The tidal waves which have accompanied
all the most serious of these.convulsions are
peculistly interesting subjects of study. It
been remarked, as an evidence of the
rapidity with which they travel, that they
reached the California Coast as early as the
morning of the 14th of August, having moved over 4,000 miles in a little over 14 hours;
* but it now ap.
that their speed is even
"greater than this, for they were felt in
the Sandwich Islands, nearly an equal dis-

four narrow

apartments.

In these

small

liness—quite the reverse.

~ During’the day the gates are open and
the lepers roam about at liberty, to beg
through the streets of Canton. They receive, besides, a small daily allowance from
the Government and the monopoly of the
trade of coir-rope making, by which they.
earn something in additien. The lepers
leave the village in the day-time at pleasure,
and their friends

enter as freely to visit them,

circumstances which go far to demanstrats
the popularopinion
that the contagion is
not volatile or diffusible, or that it requires
prolonged actual contact to communicate itself-from one person to another. We had
taken the precautionary measure to send a
>
‘to the village on the previous day
that wé were coming to distribute
alms among

them.

night,

and

ol taining

eir

greatest force the next morning, almost sim-

ultaneously

with their a;

ce on the

opposite
ornia coast.
would give
em a velocity of about a thousand miles
an hour. They seem, however, not to have
been driven in more than one direction at a
time. The Sandwich Islands lie northwest
of the place of disturbance in Peru. Toward

Jestigation of cases, Dr. Hillebrand satisfies

himself that there is in Chinese leprosy three

et. . As I listened,it seemed to me that
thoughts,
illustrations and
plirases quite

The

Aug

when the waters of Japan and Auswere simultaneously
agitated in the
same manner.
ese waves may have
been either propagated by fresh convulsions
on the South
American coast, or revulsions
from the disturbances at the Sandwich Islands. We have no sufficient data as yet
* for determining in what direction the waves
locity.

—

“Who

The

been

bearing,
as is well known,

a

fixed ratio to

the depth of the water.
A great tidal wave fell upon Hawaii, one,
of the Sandwich Islands, on the 15th of October, déstroying a great many houses and
other property. Accepting the generally
received theory that these phenomena are
cauged by earthquakes, we may expect intelligence of another great calamity about
that date in-some country bordering on the
Pacific from which we have yet received no
advices. But the disturbance may have
arisen in the bed of the ocean, in which case,
unless a stray sailing vessel chanced to be
may ever come

to us.— Tribune.

Ge

The Spectator says: —We wish the Americans on the Continent would behave like

the Scotch, whomon points they closely re-

semble, but they dom,
Nobody in the
world is quite so
kindly
or so tolerant as the

American who knows something, but there
is a class of Americans just now in Europe
who are to experienced travelers the most

intolerable of mankind. American gentlemen say they are ‘the shoddy aristocracy,”

but they have uniformly three distinctive

and anno
characteristics: boxes for
which they ought to pay rent, and not merely fares, loud voices, and bad tempers. In
a Fruuy large acquaintance with Americans

.

The

azine;

more than cnough

to

blow

up all

Paris.
De Launey had sworn to apply the
match with his own hand, rather than surrender. He knew the populace was eager
to tear him in pieces.
Yes, the Bastile was
-impregnable.
It lay like a nightmare upon
France. It was crushing the life out of the
Revolution.
:
For thirty hours the populace surged
against that Gibralter, and were dashed

American Travelers.
———

impregnable.

approach. Its towers were pierced
wit
loop holes, guarded with triple gratings.
In security the garrison could massacre the
assailants. Moreover there were a hundred
ahd forty barrels of gunpowder in the mag-

within reach of it, no aecount of the phenomenon

was

sweep the neighborhood, commanding ever

drawn to

these points; for by means of them it would
be
possible to determine the depth of the
‘Pacific Ocean, the size and velocity of waves

Taken.

Ee

than forty atthe base of the towers. The
people had no cannon. Its batteries could

or what was their size or their vemay have

Bastile

back in foam of blood and torn flesh. © Without, the carnage washorrible ; ‘within, two

soldiers were wounded.
It was plain the
Bastile was impregnable.
A very great mistake! It was very (weak,
because it was so execrably wicked One
man was able to take it—to destroy it.
This man could not be intimidated. He
came as envoy from the people; he Jus
warned back, but he would not obey!
The
gartison fired at him, but he pressed on;
e would be heard: ‘‘ I summon you in the
name of the people, in the

and of our native

land

name of honor,

to withdraw your

cannon and surrender

the Bastile.”

The Governor was furious, but the

heard.

ison

Some ofthe garrison were

men.

French-

They remembered how they
had cur-

sed the Bastile before

be its defenders.

tone,

The Governor order-

ed

his

him to desist,

from

his

drew

terror,

at last, fortunately for us, ceasingto be- | heart, assailed
mistaken for Englishmen.
Who they -arey- Advance.

half-a-dozen boxes apiece,

why they should slyays quarrel with
all
service, what induces them to criticize the
guests at tables d’hoté in an audible voice

sword, "looked

Thuriot

had

escaped.

them—conquered

A Human

them.—

rn
4 —

above all, why they should bé so invaria-

Americans at home, or iw England,

who had, in 1845, at the

passes

human

none of those foibles,

comprehension.

and

why a

display

special

class of them should give themselves

that

reputation on the Continent remains to be
explained. The evil will pass away, but if
gome American satirist would laugh his
waning compatriots out of their ‘‘ways,”

age

of sixty-five,

arrived at an astonishing degree of perfection in reckoning tinie by an internal movement,

He was, in fact, a human time-piece,

or living clock. In his youth he Was accustomed to pay i attention to the ringing
of bells

an

¢ vibrations

of pendulums,

a8 Engl hmen have at last been laughed and by degrees he acquired the power of
by satirists out of theirs, he would make the counting a succession of intervals exactly
grea routes far pleasanter to the remain. equal to those which the vibration of the
apn produced., Being on board a stéam-:
f der of mankind,
.
oat on Lake Geneva,

A Leper Village.
| —

“71

——

It seems that in all parts of the East is
found that loathsome and incurable disease
~leprosy—incurable by any agencies which

have yet been discovered by

wman

skill,

and hence, doubtless, so frequently selected
by our Lord as the disease, the curing of

-—

which should incontestably declare the sud’
pernatural
power which he exercised. A
writer in the Cornhill Magazine thus describes a visit to a Chinese leper village near
n:
It is situated about two miles and a

half

on July

14th,

1835,

he engaged to indicate,to the crowd around,
the lapse of a quarter of an hour, or as
many minutes and seconds as any chose
to name, and this during a ‘most diversified
conversation with those standing by; and

farther, to indicate by his voice the moment when the hand passed over the
ter, minutes, or any other

subdivison

of the experiment.

This

he

thoge about him to

distract

viously stipulted during

quarpre-

the whole course’
did without

mistake, notwithstanding the exertions of
and clapped his
the fixed time,
was ad follows:
tion, laber,and

asked

removedto Litchfieldin 1818, became

his attention,

P. 3. | ~

“Fourteen weeks in Chemistry,” which gives

graves of hynvelf and wie
at everythin
ad
passed

hands at the conclusion of
His own account of his gift,
‘“ I have acquired by imitapatience,a movement which

was the first and

only

serving
taken

deacon

for many

%

He

years,

tributing

its publication—a

not alittle, to the truly Diogressive spirit

circumstance,

by which

he was

always

moral instincts n

3

port.

ter. The rusting hinges and nails, and a
round wooden knot, alone remained in one

doubtless,

the

roots,

transmuted

into

woody

©

into ornaments,

and

$18

Se

passer by, and

sweetly

the

Also,
PHILE,

sweetestd

Vi.,

and

1 orrell died in Randolph, Vt., July 22.

Eliza

;

E,

SMmrtii died of consumption,

East Randolph, Vt., aged 20

in

years and 11 months.

Bro. Smith was converted while attending

school

at New Hampton, and joined the church

in that

other work for him.

When

work was nearly done
I long to be there.”

SALMON M., only

convinced

that

his

he said, “T long, O,
8. 8. NICKERSON.

son of Salmon H. and Elizd

J. Bdnborn, dled
n Meredith, July 14, aged 17
years, 2 months and 20 days. The funeral was attended by Rev. A. D. Smith.
SALMON H. SANBORN.

LypiA R. BuzzeLr, died

in Barington,

June

80, 1867, aged 08 years, Her disease was cancer,
and although her suffering at times was .severe,

slie bore all with Christian patience and resignation, and died in hope of rest’above.
:
My: Levt Buzzer, husband of the
ve
died Nov. 14, 1868, aged 72 years, Mr.
zzell
professed to experience religion some
years

SUNDAY

’

AND

™achine.

B

necessities,

She leaves an aged companion,seven

sons, one of whom is a preacher of the gospel,
Rey. 8. Savage, one daughter and numerous other
relatives who mourn their loss which is,we trust,
7

LR
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In character it is thoroughly NATIONAL, UNSECTARIAN, PROGRESSIVE, PRACTICAL,
It will contain a great variety of ARTICLES BY THE

BEST WRITERS,
MAPS, CHARTS, and ENGRAVINGS,
The thousands who have used it pronounce it
INDISPENSABLE

to Sunday School Workers of all classes.

Rev. Edward Eggleston, Managing Editor,
Committee ‘of prominent

clergy-

men of all the leading denominations.
Some of the Uést papers ever
given to the Sunday
School public hawe appeared in its pages.

It is used as a text book in almost every progressive

Sunday School in the Union,
THE
NATIONAL
SERIES
OF SUNDAY
SCHOOL LESSONS,
This series is published in the successive numbers
of the NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER, and
has attained an extraordinary
ciremlation. Its features are : Notes, biographical, geographical, and exPository, for Teachers and Bible Classes; Suggesfons as to method of teaching
each lesson;
Outlines for infant Class Teachers,
Engraved Blackboard
Qutlines for Superintendents, The
:
COURSE FOR 1869

8. M, PETTENGIAL & 00,; Newspaper” Advertis-

—

-
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CATARRH SNUFF

This Remdy does not “Dry up”
Loosens

it;

frees

the head

the

burning

and

soothes

IF
As
and
gives

CURES WITHOUT
a Troche Powder, is
never nauseates; when
to the Throat and Vocal

.
IN

a Catarrh, but

of

offensive

matter,

quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach;

allays

heat in Catarrh;

is so’

mild and agreeable in its effects that it positively
THE

FIRST

AND

ONLY

Button-Hole Making and Sewing Machine Jombined, that has made its
advent in this or any other
Country.

This machine is warranted to execute to

est degree of perfection,

all kinds

the

and

COOLNESS AND COMFORT.
Is th
Voice Tonic in the world! TRY IT!
~Saf®,
Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Sold by-Druggists, or mailed free. Address

great.

varieties

of

Sewing, Hemming, Felling, Cording, Tucking, Braiding,
Binding, Gathering and Sewing on, Quilting, &o., th. at is,
or can be done by any
rmchine now in use.

COOPER, WILSON
Proprietors,
- =- - - --

It has norival in its celebrated over-seaming st: itch,
by which edges of different fabrics are sewn together
as by hand sewing,
It also has no rival in its

Button-Hole

and

FOR SALE BY DEALERS

FOR

It is simple noiseless, and easy to manage, combiningin one the merits’ of all others. Itis the only
SEWING MACHINE now known that can make a perfect, finished and beautiful Button-Hole, besides doing
varieties of work mot done by other Sewing
man
Machines.
.
The ease with

which it is man

ed,

recommends

it

THE

leasant and agree- .
the perplexities and

recommending

them

Geo. W.

Drew,

Dover, N. H., opposite

American

NEW

Sold also
=

Each number of the

tains

GREAT AMERICAN

OF

Supplied.

Several

HYSON (Green),
$1 26 per 1b,

YORK

WEEKLY

Illustrations,

Double

the ablest writers of America and Europe.

NEW

YORK

con-

the

The

WEEKLY

N.Y. Weekly Departments
have attained a high reputation from
excellence, and correctness.

their

THe

KNOWLEDGE

BoX

is confined to useful infor-

mation on all mahner of subjects.
THE NEWS ITEMS
give in the fewest
answers to inquiries upon all imaginable

TEAS,

brevity,

THE PLEASANT PARAGRAPHS,
are made up of the
concentrated wit and humor of many minds.

AN

UNRIVALED

words

ti

¥
contains

subjects,

LITERARY

PAPER

IS THE

NEW YORK WEEKLY.

IMPERIAL, (Green), 70¢, 800, 90c, $1,00, $1,10,

YO NG
$1,10, best

NEW

Beautiful

most notable doings all over the world.
THE GOSSIP
WITI' CORRESPONDENTS

(Black), 706, 80¢, 900, best $1 per Ih.
(Green and Black,) 70c, 80c, 90c, best
BREAKFAST, (Black) Toc, 800, 00,
best $1,20 per Ib.

best 2 2 Ie 1b,

-

Amount of Reading Matter of any paper of its class,
and the Sketches, Short Stories, Poems, etc., are by

COMPANY

PRICE LIST

STORIES

does not confine its usefulness
amusement, but
publishes a great quantity of really Instructive Matter in the most condensed form.
The

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
.in quantities to suit customers,
AT CARGO
PRICES.

OOLONG
MIXED,
1 per Ib.
Lien
1,00, $1.10,

GREAT

NEW YORK WEEKLY.

“

Club Orders Promptly

WEEKLY.

New subscribers are thus sure of having the commencement of a new.continued story, no matter
when they subscribe for the
-

|

TEA

YORK

One Story 1s Begun Every Month.

1861.

THE

JOURNAL.

running through its columns i and at least

a

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, , in.
stantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.,—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor's Wig Factory, No, 16 Bond

\ ESTABLISHED

FAVORITE

At present there are

FOUR

Ag’t.
House,

WEEKLY,

Are always found in the

the

as

PEOPLE'S

SUBSCRIBE

The Most Interesting Stories

Dest and most perfect machine now offeredto the puboA
Samples of work will be sent to all who may desire
to see them by inclosing return stamp, For sale by

:

6m29

TUE

NEW YORK

annoyancesof thread breaking, chan, ag of tensions,
noise and fatigue in ©
g, &c., which make up
able features of other machines,
some of the
They will stand the test of the severest criticism,
and e cit the encominms of all who admire real ingenuity, and even extort praise from jealous Iva 2
ven
thei
All who have tried them, have freely

testimony, and unite in

EVERYWHERE.

NOW IS THE TIME TO

done with equal beauty and perfection on all kinds of
fabrics, not excepting Leather,
It is ome machine
doing the work of many.

especially to all Families as a mos!

& €O.,
Philadelphia.

Eyelet

Hole making, and embroidering on the edge, which is

being divested of
able companion,

SNEEZING ! 2&7
pleasant to the taste,
swallowed, instantly
Organs a

‘DELICIOUS SENSATION OF

“

-

Each issue contains

70c, 80c, 90c, $1,00,

from

EIGHT

to

TEN

ST0-

UNGOLO ED JAPAN, 000,81, $1,10, best $1,25 per Ib

RIES and, SKETCHES, and’ HALF A DOZEN
POEMS, in ADDITION to the FOUR
SERIAL
STORIES and the VARIED DEPARTMENTS.

_COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND

THE TERMS TO
One Year—single copy

GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,560,

Grou

DAILY,

Corrax, 20c., 25¢., 80¢., 36c., best 40c.

x Ib—

ifoons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
Hotels,
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

by using our French Breakfast®and Dinner Coffee, which
we sell at the low price of

per pound,

and

warrantto

five perfect satisfaction. ROABTED (Unground), 80c., 35e.

will be. STUDIES IN THE
EPISTLES, with the last
uartér on THE GOSPEL IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.

ing Agents, 10 State street, Boston, ahd 87 Park Row,
New York, aro authorized to contract for advertising
in the Star.
;

A

AND TROCHE POWDER,
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY
Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,
Asthma, Bronchitis Coughs Deafness, gc., and all
ders
resulting from COLDS in HEAD
THROAT AND VOCAL ORGANS.

v
st d6o.nper 1b, GREEN (Unroasted), 26c., 80c iy
best 850, per Ib.
We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere batisfac™
is is the fourth year. With 1870 the series will
they can be returned,at
tion, If they are not satisfactory,
egin anew with a greatly improved course on THE
Lire AND WORDS QRJIESUS,
[oer
. | our expense, within thirty days, ahd have the money reRs
‘
>
Thisis not a question book system, Tho fullest as- funded.
since, but did not connect himself withy any
GREAT AMERIOAN TEA OOMPANY,
chureh.
During his last sickness he appeared in-. sistance is given to the teacher. Lesson papers ( civNos,
31
and
38
Vesey
8t
150,000)
are issued as guides to the scholar
terested in religion, and often spoke of the im- culation
L120
Post Office Box 5 G43, New York City.
in studying,
Rut the teacher is always left to adapt
portance
of being prepared
for death. His friends i 10 is own gifts and the peculinr wants of his
are comforted with the hope that he sleeps in class,
i
Jesus.
J. RAND,
AGENTS WANTED!
Terms) Single Copier, $1.50 per year, in advance,
Single
number,
15
cents,
N every town in NEW ENGLAND to sell ©. 8.
Mary L., wife of Dea. Jacob Savage, died in
by com
1 Gereen’s Golden Hens,bestconceded
Concord, Maine, Nov. 3, aged 70 years, 9 months
gold pens in maretent judges to be equal to the
ADAMS, BLACKMER & LYON,
and 22 days.
Sister8. experienced religion and
ured.
et, and superior to any steel pens e er manufact d
was baptized some 80 years ago by Rev. 8, D.
PUBLISHERS,
'
Sample cards with pens attached, wi ibe Prwatdedistineon
four
Millay, and joined the Concord church to: which
The pens congist of
receipt of 10 eents,
\'/ No. 115 Randolph St., Chicago, Ill."
she ever proved a faithful member, joyful in its
os adapted to every description of penmanship,
anti-corroand
y,
durabilit
ty,
flexibili
or
Sane
remarkable
prosperity and hopeful in its adversity. Her doors
’
[6t30eow.
These pens are neatly put up in a
ropertics,

were always open to welcome the servants of the
Lord and with cheerfulness did shed meet their

Pi

“

TEACHER

NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER

Editorial

oO?

JACKSON’S

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.

Having attained in three years a circulation TRULY
national, extending into every State and Territory,
will hereafter be called
'
THE

With an

Machine,

MALE

y their skill, universally recogni: zed, Messrs,
Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe’s system of sewing
2b machines important modifications, which have pla
them in the front rank of manufacturers.
Elegance, perfection of work, simplicity, solidity of
mechanism and facility
of management, such are the
essential qualities united in the Wheeler & Wilson
machine, constituting a su
ort which the jury
has, with unanimity, reco
ed and pi
ed,
To these gentlemen the gold medal was awarded as
manufacturers of machines; to Mr, Elias Howe a similar medal was awarded as promoter. The distinction
made by the jury explains itself.— Evening Mail
4

Elm St. Manchester, N. H

MACHINES.

SCHOOL

Embr. oidering

&

WANTED—BOTH

or break
third stitch is cut. It is HD
simple
easy to get out of order, We warrant,
order ome year free of cost. Good A
in every town and oqunty. * Address, “wit ! :
L. M. MA
;
210 Washington Street, Boston. \
P. 8.—Al kinds id Machines bought, gold, ex- N
changed and repair

street, New York.

ROSLENGER SoLIN died in'East Randolph, Vt.,
Oct. 30, aged 80 years.

PreNTICE E.

Sewing

in

PLUMMER & WILDER,
GENERAL NEW ENGLAND AGENTS
59 BROMFIELD STREET, , . . BOSTON.
THE

wing

if very
and not
keep in
wanted
stamp,

Deo.
81,
i

Opposite Phenix Hotel, Concord, N. H.

For Family Sewing and Manufacturing.

any~single

Tunbridge,

S.

She

HOWE

SEWING

Harrie M., daughter of Edward A. and Mary
E. Greene, died of dropsy on the brain, in East
Bethel, Vt., Sept. 19, aged 16 months.
Ira

sainted

died in Litchfield, Sept. 6, 1866, Miss
daughter of the above, aged 30 years.

~~

obituary. . Verses are inadmissible.

of

.

dust of the

~ Dhbertisements.

patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a

DAUGHTER

sleeping

was lovely in life and pleasant in death.
The
disease was consumption.
A. H. MORRELL.

Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do not

Db INFANT

the

united with the Litchfield Plains church.

@bituaries.,

ABEL F. BLODGETT died in
Sept. 24, 1368, aged 66 years.

crushin

of his age

school in the West, Indiana, and on returning

tion, ‘Who ate Roger Williams?’

to

A

‘heart

She experienced religioh while engaged in teach-

erfume of spring; more than that—ha
een converted into luscious fruit, which,
from year to year, had been gathered and
eaten. How pertinent, then, is the ques-

single square cat well be afforded

over

ather.

bloomed into fra-

scattered

far better”

poston NOTION © :

.

con-

widcw, while the nine tearful children of the
heusehold, (two are not,) bend affectionately and

fiber,

ant blossoms, which Selighied the eye of
e

“is

Er

8

AGENTS

His wisdom as a counselor was the occa-

which for him,

which could now be burned as fuel, or carved

OVER-SEAMING

y inclined to the side of

weight of sorrow rests on the

The Morning Star type
is from this Foundry.

for he was

sion of frequent calls for his opinions and advice; and the well known integrity of his .chargrave; while a single lock of braided hair acter added emphasis and weight to his deciswas found in the other. Near the
grave sions. The child and . youth of the Sabbath
stood an apple tree. This had sent down School loved and honored the aged, good man, for
two main roots into the very presence of he loved them, During all-the years of his conwith the church, his’ house was
ththe coffined dead.
‘The larger root,pushing nection
fully called, “The Pilgrims Inn.” How very many
its way to the precise spot occupied by the of our ministers and others, both near and fg,
skull of Roger Williams, had made a turn -witness to the generous hospitality received at
as if passing around it, and followed the the hands of Dea. Toothaker and his kind family.
three weeks before his death, while at the
direction of the backbone to the hips. Here Some
Sabbath morning prayer meeting in which, with
it divided into two branches, sending one unusual
interest, he had taken an active part, he
along each leg to the heels, when both took his pastor, Rev. N. Preble by the hand
saying,
“I
have a good hope beyond.”
He had
turned upward to the toes. One of these
roots formed a slight crook at the knee, seemed as if preparing for heaven by deeper and
experience of religion all the past year.
which made the whole bear a striking re- richer
But this was his last Sabbath at church.
Tysemblance to the human form.
phoid fever soon followed, and hastened the close
There were the graves, but their oceu- of along and useful life. He was highly "esteempants had disappeared ; the bones even had ed as a citizen, and affectionately regarded as a
vanished.
There stood the
thief—the friend and benefactor. The needy will hold his
in ever grateful remembrance.
Thus has
guilty apple tree—caught in the very det name
a devoted husband, a tender father and a beloved
of robbery. The: spoilation was complete. brother in the church left us all mourners, while
The organic matter,the flesh, the bones of he has passed {rom our sight “to be vith Christ,”

Roger Williams had passed into an Sppie
tree. The elements had been absorbed by

55 Water Street,

a

se of

These offers hold good until

The American Button-Hole

right on all questions vital to the happiness of
man, or essential to the prosperity
of true religion. Of his connection with the church at
L., it is but simple justiceto say that he had always been a pillar of special strength and sup-

The shape of the coffins could only be
traced by a black line of carbonaceous mat-
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premiums for new subgori-

fer, and so save them, when possible, the

Postage, &c.

found in the frontrank of every
worthy reformatory movement of the age in which he lived, freedom, temperance, missions, Sabbath Schools and
education ever fi
in him a true friend. His

It a god
into oblivion,

:
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the Morning Star from the beginning of
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Litchfield Plains Freewill Baptist church.

these curious facts :
* The truth that animal matter passes from
the animal back to the vegetable, and from
the vegetable to the animal kingdom again,
received a curious illustration not
long
since. For the purpose of erecting a suitable . monument in memory of Roger Williams, the founder of Rhode Island, his private burying ground was searched for the

pai
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Rev. Clement Phinney, was
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by Rev
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united with others in the organization of the
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Premiums for New Subscribers.
We offer the following

field, Maine, Aug. 22, aged 78 years.
Bro. Toothaker was born in Harpswell, Me., Sept. 25, 1798,

lace, of which he remained a member:till death,
Ie purposed soon to return to New Hampton to
prepare for the ministry, but his Master had

Time-picce,

A wonderful story is told of a man named J. D. Chevalley,a native of Switzerland,

bly cross,

a §uestion

faces; he thought it prudent to
e
not to fire first upon the people.
at was |
not enough, The envoy must see the cannon
awn. He
pressed to the stair-

and is concentrating on the Union all that More- than half the garrison had been made
angry distaste which for years was felt and_ to remember that they were Frenchmen.
Then they gave the Bastileto France.
expressed towards our
own countrymen.
The wildest caricatures friends of the South They would not fire upon their brethren.
ever painted of Yankees ure weak descrip- When that Smgeon fell, a hundred like it
Everywhere the pegple took
tions of some of these people, who are fell in France.

why they, want

is

Governor saw their

Way.began to ascend.

:

CoM.

OM.

ate Roger Williams?”

they had entered to

The

againat the French guards, and followed,
of all grades, we declare that, except on the -sheathing his sword. He called to the Swiss
Continent, we never heard aloud voice or guards, who ‘could not understand French
met a visibly bad temper, and their own de- to accompany him. From the summit of
scription of themselves is that a valise with the tower the citizens are seen advancingin
“ You have
a toothcomb and two ‘‘dickeys” is too much dense, black masses below.
luggage. Nevertheless, a class with the betrayed me,” cried DeLauney, looking topeculiarities we have mentioned, in fact a ward the guards. ‘¢Sir,” replied Thuriot,
class exactly resembling the English of thir- “the turret is highi. We are standing cn the
ty years since, is flooding the Continent, is brink ; -a word more, and one of us plunges
ruining half its best hotels, not by extrava- over.” Before the Governor had recovered
gance, but by the introduction of a bad

This

|.

walls were ten feet thick at the top—more

We trust that the attention of com-

petent observers

Bastile

Harbor, 1010 A. M., 245

and Se eR
Noi

( Congrepartin the
that die in

“Dea. CORNERIUS TOOTHAKER, died in Litch-

~

previ-

onsly recognized it as leprous.

the west and southwest,we have no record
of tidal phenomena earlier than the 15th of

traveled,

but he had not

r Wolfboro and Centre

several times

reached by the pastor, Rev. J. Woodbury.
Her
ather and stepmother are living, also brothers
and sisters,
together with a large circle of other
relatives and
friends who feel heavily sit, loss.

equal to anything I had heard from his lips
in the pulpit or read from his pen, dropped
from him in conversation.

distinct varieties—the tubercular form, the
latous, and the simply paretic or
ytic. The latter form is often accomed with inveterate psoriasis. He had
uently seen this
type of the disease in
Hawaiian Islands,

God
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during his sickness. He manifested a
great desire to live: for his family, but he calmly and
peacefully Stepped into the river of death and we
trust he safely landed on the other shore, where
we hope to meet him, with other loved ones that
have Fone before to the better land. He leaves

were dilated on, and what was said so ab- ber till called home above. During all
the time
sorbed rhe that I couldn't find out how the between her conversion and joining the church,
stuffed veal tasted orthe egg-plant—a nov- she maintained secret prayer, but often felt it her
elty to ma: didn’t know whether
I had eat- duty to go forward, and when she yielded and
the resolve, her soul was
filled with
en enough or too little, and rose from the made
love of God. During all her sickness of over
table in a sort of bewildering maze, unable the
seven months not a murmur or coriplaint- esto decide whether
I had been taking a meal caped her lips,but:she was perfectly willing to live
or hearing a fascinating lecture. Mr. Beech- or die just as her Teacher chose. Her will was
“er is a splendid talker. On any subject completely hid “in the wilf of Christ. The
of the last three days of her life she was
that interests him, he fires up and corus- most
unconscious, but we all know that her Saviour
cates in private justas he does in public. met her this side the river of death, and conHis gems of poetry and. eloquence are not ducted her happy spirit to realms of evercarefully ground up and polished by the lasting bliss. She was a memberof the choir,
lapidary process, but burst naturally and a teacher in the Sabbath School, and was loved
and respected by all. Her funeral was attended
brilliantly like the final splendors of a rock- Sept.
29, when-an appropriate discourse
was

rtion of the lepers remained at home that
day, and I had a fine opportunity of examinhours ate the entcialie in Pary, fasting ing a great number. As a result of this ine

expressed

MAINE

Arrangement.

Gould, of
now, and it's better than dinney.”
The Wilton, Me., died Sept. 26, aged 206 years, 7. $1,36 additionalto pa;
stage,
months and 25 days, She met with a change of ny second cdots of ry
Kd ig Price
negro suffrage question, universal suffrage heart in the spring of 1859 while attending school
17. Feu forty-five new subscribers, and
in the abstract, female suffrage, the for- at Farmington, but did not join any church till «will give a ye Machine, ( Howe’s, or
eign influence in American politics, and the fall of 1866, when she was bapsized by Rev. Gibb’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be” preferred.
W. Hathaway, and joined the
M. E, church at Transportation to be paid by the receiver.) Price
prospects of the Presidential campaign, J.Wilton,
$65,00.
of which she remained a Worthy mem-

tance, on the evening of the 13th, only four

throug

yet

AND

Summer

confined to his bed but two weeks.
Bein;
deprived of reasom a portion of the time he di
not converse much upon the subject of death,

dinner.” Another was helped, then
pausing, and more earnest, eloquent
by Eld. Eaton. Rev. Luther Wizwall,
course about the political situation; fres
reminders about dinner; a proposal from gationalist,) was also present and took
services.
Text, Blessed are the dead
me to postpone politics until after dinner, the
Lord.
2
:
which elicited a ¢Can’t be: done; never
LAURIE A. GOULD, wife of John B.
mind dinner; we've got into the subject

each two se
d by one single low
building, partitioned again by a wall along its
whole length, and cross ways by twelve to
fourteen cross-walls, so as to form twenty-

BOSTON

of Oct. 28.)

afflicted companion, with five children,
r,mother, brothers and sisters to mourn
e¢ church and werld
their irreparable loss.
more have lost one of their t
and valued friends.
dis-|Fu meral sermon by Eld. Charles Bean, assisted

said Mrs.

a half wide,

holes that whole mass of "population
is
stowed away every right. Of course Icannot speak with praise of its state of clean-

husband to their

(Nee Star

1
oe } i
F. R.
LPR
Rev. E. H. Lisfy¥; of East Windham, Me,, died
at his residence; Sept. 18, aged46 years. Though
‘feeble in health
for some months; he was

and then a long pause in the helping came,

angement: A street about fourteen feet
wide(wider than any street in Canton leads
from the gate straight up to the temple, or
joss-house. From this street branch out at
right
angles on each side about fourteen
narrow lanes, three feet and

MERRILL.

‘Mrs. A. was an active and exemp
Christian,
instrumental evidently in the conversion of her
companion and some of her children, and very
useful
generally in the church. She was sick for
several
years
before her decease, and suffered
much as she neared the time of her release. But
faith triumphed and she was resigned, peaceful,
|and anxi
ha
‘and
be
jsf.

while my host, with carving-knife and fork
in hand, expatiated upon the pending issues
of the coming election. ‘‘ Henry, my dear,”

Yay

our intel

MARK

Bubutisennts, Bdber

L.
te

of John Backus,late of FarinOct. 28, sed 68 years.
So

closely she followed her dear

of dining. with Mr.
fiiterpsting Bator account
oligo i ame Lt |
oooh

@

Funeral services
by Rev.

Hathaway, assisted by Rev. M. Merrill,

lum; which, at each moment of going and |
EUNICE, widow
returning; give me the space of three sec- ington,
Me., died

dred lepers with their children born in the

2, 1868.
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oes
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. Corpulent

Ladies

Have hitherto found difficulty in getting

[)

HOOP SKIRTS
To Fit Nicely.

That demand ig now met by

HAND, LEWIS & RAND,

"9%. MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK,
Aa Ask your Merchants to try them,

eowly2

T. 0. EVANS,120 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON
{a authorized to take advertisements for us at our
lowest terms.

;
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New Hampshire has rejected the proposition to
call a constitutional convention, by 127 majority.

5.

:

| freedom.

CHARLES READE, the author of “Foul Play,”
Long before its
is now' writing & new story.
At the city election held in Dover last week,
completion, indeed before it was fairly comHon. Eli V. Breyvster,” Republican candidate for
menced, he had sold the right to publish it serialMayor, was re-elected by 113 majority.
Both
ly in the Cornliill. Magazine (probably the most
branches of the City Government are unanimouspopular of the English monthlies) for $25, 000 in
ly Republican,
gold.
Several of our American magazines have
been in.sharp competition
for the advanced
Mr. XH. Rives PoBard, editor of the Southern
Opinion newspaper, was shot and killed in Richsheets to publish in this country; and sums heremond last week.
3S
~fofore ainprecedented have been offered. © This
story will doubtless yield Mr.Readé for its serial
The Central Ohio Lunatic Asylum, at Columpublication in both countries and in book form
bus, was totally destroyed by fire on the 18th.
the sum of $30,000, or double the ‘salary which
There were 350 patients in the building, all but
President Grant will receive.
As Mr. Dickens
six, who were smothered, being removed to the
has announced that he will not. write another expublic institutions.
tended work of fiction, Charles Reade probably
Miss Alice Carey, the distinguished authoress,
now stands at the head of English writers of ficwho resides in New York, has just received
through Horace Greeley, a gift of $1,000, from a tion, and is rapidly amassing a princely fortune
by his literary labors.
few friends and admirers of her writings.
JoHN BRIGHT, in his speech accepting the freeThe Annual State Temperance Convention and
dom of Edinburgh, to which he was welcomed
Anniversary of the New Hampshire Temperas ““ an orator and statesman,” replied: *“ More
ance Alliance, will be held in the Elm-Street
than thirty years ago, when I was very young inMethodist Chureh, at Manchester, on Wednesdeed, in my beginning to think about public a
day, December 9,commencing at 10 o’clock in the
fairs, in reading the prose writings of John Mil-forenoon, and continuing through the day and
ton, I found a passage which fixed itself in my
evening. The forenoon and afternoon sessions

will be devoted

to the transaction of business

and the discussion of practical questions. Eminent speakers will be present to address
the.
evening gatherings,
Free return passes will be
issued over the leading railroads of the Btate, by
the Secretary of the Alliance, to these attending
the meetings.
FOREIGN.

It is supposed that Secretary Seward as telegraphed to Mr. Reverdy Johnson, notifying him

that the protocol for the settlement of the Alabama claims proposed

by

him

and

Lord

Stanley

INTELLIGENCE

would not be accepted.
The latest reports of the English ¢lections show
that the liberal majority is 117. Riots have occared at Tredegar in Mommouth County, also at
Brampton and Longtown in Cumberland County
and the troops were called upon in every case to
restore order.
- Speculation

is rifé with regardto

the composiIt is consider-.

tion of Mr, Gladstone’s cabinet.
ed as very nearly certain that the Earl of Kimberly willbe Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
A terrible explosion

occurred

recently at the

Arley mine colliery, near Wigan, England,
by which fifty-seven miner% were instantly killed, and many

mere injured.

The election in 8pain for members-of the constitutional Cortes will be held on the 18th of Dee.

“he canvass is very spirited, meetings being held
almost daily by either the republicans
monarchists in all the large cities,

-. The rebellion in Tamaulipas, Mexico,

or

the

am has beén

of the death

received

of the kingof Si-

by a cable telegram.” His

name was Chao Pha Mengkout, and his age 63.
The period of his reign has been nineteen years.
Forty-three years ago, on the death of his father,
he should have filled the throne, but through intrigue a half brother was made king, and the
late Sovereign became a Buddhist ecclesiastic
and so remained untild849, when his halfbrother

died and the Siamese grandees being unwilling
to roeognize any one -of his sons as the lawful
heir to the scepter,Chao Pha Mongkout was chosen to
replace the deceased
monarch,
Once

Chao Pha Mongkout installed as ruler, important
reforins were effected. The troops of the king‘dom were organized in accordance with Euro-

the land.

ing strength, and the government General, Escobedo, has given up the struggle, having suffered
a severe defeat.
Matters have taken an unexpected turn in Par-

The

late

telligent and educated man,

sovereign

was

an in-

He spoke English;

Frenéh, Latin and Sanskrit, and possessed a thorough knowledge of the sciences, and he was es-

aguay, and the final conquest of Lopez seems to
be postponed for the present.
Minister Wash-

burn on leaving the country to make place for
his successor, Gen. McMahon,seems to have act-

ishing, The district of Allahabad has a population

Tur DENSITY of population in Indias

aston.

‘ed an unmanly part in allowing the arrest of two of 604 to the square mile; thatof Benares has
"members of his legation without any very vehe- 797 to the square mile. These distric £8 are about
the size of the counties in our states, Were New
ment protest.
English papers say that all fs over with the York as thickly settled as Benares, it would
.- Cretan insurrection, and nothing now remains have a population of nearly thirty-eight millions
‘butto make terms. The Insurgent Comnfittee —considerably more than the present population
Mave offered submission ifthe Porte will grant. | of our country, . Were New York and PennsylvaAn autonomy to Crete, with a representative nia as densely populatedas Allahabad, we should
see a population of about fifty millions—almost
government and a Christian prince in the j
‘tion
of vasssil f Turkey. The English Ambas- equaling ‘the total population of the whole west~undor, it is positively stated, has presented this ern continent, Imagine the entire population

requisition, without expressing any formal opin- | of North and South America, from the Esquimaux
fon on the subject. The Porte, however, is #aid | "fi the North to the Patagonian in tlie South, all
brought and settled in these two states of New
to demand on unconditional surrender,
York #nd Pennsylvania! We should only sce
i
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population a little denser than that in Allahabad;
and actually15 per cent. less dense than the crowd
ed country around Benares. Were the whole

United States as populous as the whole of North.
ern India, includihg the rugged mountain district

of the Himalayas=~thay is, did our ‘country have
the | a population of 851 to the
mile—instead of

a little over thirty millions, as at present, we
should have over one thousand millions, or population equaling that of the whole world.
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important. beef-producing

sally of a supérior

character, giving promise of
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are easily

who does not want.

unraveled

to be deceived.

elers, the stage stopping to let the passengers see
the phenomenon of a tree half elm and half maple. Any one of | ordinary perception can see

that two seedlings started side by side, and
crowded one another so closely as to apparently
form one trunk. The application of proper force
would show that,there is not the slightest union

between them. A large gall has appeared on
the grape vines in unusual abundance this year.
It is an inch or more in diameter, and looks not
a

small

green

apple.

Upon

being cut

open it shows the grubs ofthe insect which“made
it nicely encased,
This has been sufficient foun.
dation for, the story of a hybrid between the apple and the grape.
A vine growing over an apple tree happened to have these galls, and without investigation people who ought to know better, promulgated the wonder of a hybrid of the
apple and the grape.
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MAGAZINE,
WEEKLY,

MAGAZINE,

1869:

One Year...... $400
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-
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HARPER'S

WEEKLY,
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HARPER'S BAZAR, to one address, for ong year
$10 00; or any two for $7 00,
An Extra Copy of cither the MAGAZINE, WEEKLY
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how {o cultivate and have
beautiful hair, and restore
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remove all irritation or dandruff) from the scalp, thug
T, 0. EVANS, 120 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON
keeping the hair beautiful to the lates Ered of
of life.
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health,

reading matter.— Waethiman and Reflector.
To dress according to HARPER'S BAZAR will be the
aim and ambition of the women of America,—Boston

AGENT,
St., Boston.
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It has the merit of being sensible, of conveying instruction, of giving excellent patterns
in every
department, and of being well stocked with good
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A sample No. for 10 cents,
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York Eveming
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housekeeping in all th branches; its editorial matter
is specially adapted to the circle it 1s intended to in-
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SELLING

FOUR OCTAVE ORGAN, forap WALNUT CASE, $50,00
Five OCTAVE DOUBLE REED ORGAN, FIVE
8rors, Bou. WALNUT CASE, Chinven ™
AND PANELE
25,
Other styles Ay roportionate prices. ' Wareroom
154 Tremont 8t., Boston
; 696 Broadway, N. XY. (ish

White, byéh 2 2 @ 2 35
“WOOL.

Vermont....... 22 @ . 26,
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in use for car
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OFFICE OF THE COMPANY,
INDIA
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contains, berides pictures, pat.
of matter of especial use and

interest to the fami

Sponge Mattresses and Pillows you manufactured for
me have proved
highly
satisfactory.
They have
qualities, which, 1 think, adapt them éspecially for
hospital use, and 1 do not hesitate to recommend
them- to
Superintendents of Hospitals
and public
institutions,
S. F. COUES, M.D, Surgeon U.S. N.

20

ORGANS
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A Snpplement containing
full'sized Patterns of
useful articles accompanies
thepa overs J fortuight
and occasionally an elegant Co
HARPER'S BAZAR contains 16 Trio aie of the size
of HARPER'S WEEKLY,
pririted on superfine calendered paper, and is published weekly,

i

South Boston, Nov. 10, 1868, §

is far superior to anyung
Yours truly,
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Sponge Cushions put into one of our cars, The car,
has been in constant nse since. The cushions appear
to be az elastic and plimp as they were when they
were put into the ear.
am satisfied that Elastic
Sponge
sats.

to week

of brief political

distinguished by cledr and
pointed statements, b
good common sense, by independence snd b rendth
of view. They are the opie of mature Fh
tion, high priveiple, ahd strong feeling, and take
their place among the best8 Aewgjlupe i
of the
tme,-v¥orth American Review.

L. FOWLE
& Co. —~Gentlemen :
since I had a set of your Elastic

. 13

1s issued this month, November, 1868, by the

And

series

:
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Allen’s

The articles upon public questions which

HARPER'S WEEKLY from week
markable

YORK, Aug. 16, 1868.

RAILR OAD,

i

PER'S WEEKLY long after writers and
printers and
publishers are turned todust.—New Yor Evangelist.

to pay for them and to be quoted as ome of their
admirers.
Y ours, ete. .
i ORACE GREELEY:
Boston

in

This paper, furnishes the best’ Hilustrations,
Our
future
historians will enrich thomselves out of HAR:

An Brstiecod Weatty Joitinny & Fashion,
NEw
‘EW

Messrs, CHAS.
About five months

NEWSPAPER.

Post.

here.

SouTi

WEEKLY,

ILLUSTRATED

The inodel newspaper of our country-—complete
all the departments of an American’ family

Dear Siri—1 duly received the Bed and Pillows and

OFFICE

8 50
Catiodn

Bill to me

IN

HARPER'S WEEKLY has earned for iteelf et
a
its title,&*
Journal of Civilization. rN. Y. Pooving

| without extra trouble, I wish you would have aBed
| and two Pillows of Elastic Sponge made up for me,
{ and gent by Harlem R. R. to
:
HORACE GRE BERL:
Chappaqua, Westehester Co. N. XY,

18 the remedy to cure Al}ub and throat difiiculties.
It should be thoroughl
before using any other
Balsam, Sold by all Josten
[4135

SUGAR.

EAS.
or
X50

\ 18, T1868,

it will soon become a classical remedial agent for
the cure of all diseases of the Throat, Bronchial
Tubes, and the Lungs.”
. DR. LLOYD, of Ohio, surgeon’ in the army during
‘the war, from exposure contracted consumption. He
says :—“ I have no hesitancy in stating that it was by
the use of ALLENS LUNG
BALSAM that I am now
alive and enjoying health.”
Dr. FLETCHER, of Missouri, says (—*‘ I recommend
your Balsam in preference to any other medicine for
Coughe, and it gives satisfaction.”

OATS,

40

AN

Dok Sir:—It gives
mo
great pleasw® to inform
you that the 88 Church Cushions, covered with Green
Terry, that you furnished for the Auburndale € ongregational Church in. July last, are everything what we
could desire.
Y.on will remember thet our committee
made diligent inquiries of those who had used the
Elastic
Sponge
Cushions before
adopting
them,
Some of us were prejudiced against them ort-acconnt
of their being a new article. Uur inquiries satisfied
us that we weren error. J am happy fto- say that
during four months’ tvial I have never heard any
expression with regard to them other than thet of
¢ ntire satisfaction,

Send

;

compicte Plctoral Iiistory of the TWmes.”

found them all vight—at least I' could suggest no improvement.
I enjoy them thoroughly.
1 am ready

LUNG BALSAMas sing st
superior to all other
dies for Bronchitis,
He says —*1 have no

vesassrasennnssesll @oo 15

BETES ag 12

Mass,

Boston.

HARPER'S

M ASON, JR,

York, Nov, 17, 18 3S.

Testimonials of P ysicians.
DR. NATHANIEL
8, for many years a Tesi
dent of Middle
ermont, recommends ALLENS

‘NEw YORE WHOLESALE PRICES,
For the week ending, Nov. 25, 1868.
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These wonders

The wost popular Monthly in the world. —New York
Obser
It Pl of the wonders of journalism—the editomanagement of HARPER'S.
— Nation.
N
It meets precisely the popular taste, furnishing a
pleasing and instructing variety of reading.
for all,~
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OFFICE OF THE TRIBUNE, New York, July 8, 1808.
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know, entire satisfaction.
They were selected after
careful comparison and inquiry, swith some hesitation, because we were warned by those interested in
wer materials of various objections to them.
Sev.
eral months’ use has nof, however, shown any of
these objections to be well founded.’
1 never sat on
pleasanter cushions, and so far, at légst, they scem to
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their expressions

Dear Sir i—I reply to your inquiry of yesterday
thatthe
Sponge Cushions in use in the Congregational Church
at Orange, (Rev. Geo. B. Bacon’s) give, so far asl

@oe ae

a.. 12

“do sliced. s..00 @.. 00

section. The deficiency in Illinois is placed at Clapboards55
two
per cent.; in Indiana at five per cent. The | do. Spruce 1 0

proclaimed throughout

pecially well versed and deeply interested in Astronomy. His brother, born toward 1820, will
succeed him.

Lr apenas

last

except in

states

treaty was drawn up, at his suggestion, with
Great Britain, and in 1856 representatives ofthe
lar documents.
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Soon afterward (in 1855) a commercial

French and American Governments signed ¢simiis gain-

Jersey

pean systems, a royal printing office was opened,

and religious liberty was

os
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The stock of beeves in preparation,
for marker Ship stock.
is larger than

And I have endeavored, so far as I have had the
opportunity of speaking in public, to abide by
So far as I amable to examine mythat opinion.
self, during the thirty years that I have been
permitted to speak at meetings of my countrymen, I am not conscious that I have ever used
an argument which I did not believe to be sound,
or have stated anything as a fact which I did not
believe to be true.”

Iinois and Ohio,
choice extra,11 50
Mich. and Indiana
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Canada,supeid 7
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medium do. 7 50
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Southern,sup . +.
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been

ware, the Gulf States and California, potatoes
are reported a full average crop, with a deficieney of tenper cent. in New York and Pennsylvania. from three to seven per cent, in the SouthSwedish—
Rendered, b..12%
ern Atlantic States and Tennessee, twenty per
Com.ass’d15000 @15500 | Rough. «vv... 83
cent. in Illinois, ten per cent. in Towa, eleven per
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Deo. refined100 00 and u
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duction in other Western States. EAD.
Young llyson.
Returns from Louisiana indicate an increase of Pig. gold....:.
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—The amount of old wheat on hand is somew hit A Sol
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Ohio & Fennsy vs
less than usual throughout the country w ith the
Picklock....
&
exception of the cotton states, which have a
higher average than last year. This remark will
Calf Sine, ¥ B.
not apply to Texas, where the granaries are uniDry Hide
formly empty.
The quantity left over in WisIn rough..... 7% 8
LUMBER.
consin is relatively somewhat lower than in the
Clear Pine. .
neighboring states.

mind, and which time has never been able to re-

move. Milton says,‘ Yet true eloquence I find to
be none but the serious and hearty love of truth.
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DEAR SIR Ee cheerfully do I say that the cushions you furnished for our new meeting-honse are
much morethan satisfactory to the Church
and Soci
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beautiful or pine
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WESTFIELD, Nov. 18th, 1868,
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of

avoiding.a trial will be discovered.
The Supreme Court of Florida sustains Governor Reed in the opinion thatthe recent ime
peachment action of the Legislature was unconstitutional.
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Codfish, large 6

Harper aru sing Weekly, and Bazar. These threo
i
icals fully migyit the
h Sucomiuine which

tive illustrations,
which leave Touched no subject
The Following Tetsimonials:
their . literary
BOSTON, Mase,, Oct. 23, 1868, | of domestic or 1
merit, which has given them the
est
I have .examined the Elastic Sponge, manufac“current
Jiterature—or
their
udicions
tured by the American Patent Sponge Co. By their
agement—they must
he emphatically pronounced
the
Jrotess 1 beheve that the vital elasticity of the Sponge
three best family periodicals in the, world.~ Zhe 4ds permanently preserved, and that the article
vance,
Chicago,
excellently adaped 5 the Uses Jor whieh it is offered. |

&

yield of grain in threshing. The disappointment,
however, is sometimes in other directions.

5

@

and “Wisconsin; report a “disappointment in the|-

Reasonable

PRICE."

The particular attention of Church Buildig
mittees, and all others interested, is calledto

Za388

' Carp etings—
he ell sup.3-ply
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that some

enRed¥owt.3 50 @&
ON vase 28
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who recently visited Gen. Grant at Galena, reThe oat crop is light in the Eastern, Middle
ports-the latter as saying:
and Southern Atlantic States. There is not a
“ The morning that Lee surrender ed he rode
“full average in Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa.
out between tbe lines and I went out and met
In the other states the product is above the averLee
him, and we had a couple of hours’ talk.
age, the largest increase being twenty-one per |
said he hoped I would offer as magnanimous
cent. in Nebraska.
In Wisconsin, the deficiency |
had
his
as
armies
Confederate
other
the
to
The House Committee on elections have three 4 terms
.is
nine
per
cent.
:
to
wished
he
if
should,
told him he
received. I
cases on their hands for decision at an carly day
Considerable injury from frost to tlhe corn erop
his friends, go to the other armies in perserve
in the coming session. One of these is that of
Hes is reported in Nortli*Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, and
prevail upon them to surrender.
Chaves vs. Cleaver, of New Megxige; another is | son and
In some portion of
said he would wish to see Mr. Davis first. I the more northern latitudes.
_ that of Switzler vs. Anderson, of Missourijand a
Iowa an -estimate of two-fifths of soft corn is
so
Davis,
Mr.
with
aconference
encourage
t
| fie
third is that of Mann, in Louisiana, whieh will
made. ¥rom Southern Indiana, Southern; Ohio,
4hat suggestion ended. But what I wanted to
bring up a review of the recent election in NewWeit Virginia
and Pennsylvania
come comattention to was this: Lea thought the
your
call
Orleans.
Another case may arise when Christy,
people would ‘be perfectly satisfied to plaints of immaturity in consequence of wet
Southern
|
of Georgia,presents himself for admission.
weather,
and few accounts of injury
from
give up al their property, and all they expec ted
It is stated that the estinrates of nearly all the
droughts have been reported.
The total product
of the government was-to be secur ed in life and
departments” are considerably “below last year. a right to go back “unmolested to try to live in- will'not be what was hoped in the early season,
Secretary McCulloch puts the figure at fifty wmil- |
or what is needed for the country, with a rapidly
dustriously and peaceably in this government.
lions less. Secretary Welles makes a reduction
increasing population, but somewhat larger. in
| But as for having any voice aguin in the govern
of fifteen millions in the nawy.
quantity than last year, w hich w as a season pe| ment,..or exercising, politica! rights, why they
! culiarly adverse to corn production.
An important order providing for she windirs | neither thenghtof nor expected any.such thing,
The area of cotton is somewhat
less than last
up of th eFresduon’ s Bureau on Jan. 1, 1369, in |
oe X-PRE SID: NT Roberts of Liberia, now in this-4 yeard
Ite culture has been better and the prepaall respects say ¢ the work of education and the |
country soliciting aid for the Liberian College, of ration for planting more complete, and labor
payment of be otic s, and also providing for the
whieh he is President, states that that Republi¢
more regular and reliable.
Asa general rule,
organization to continue the work in these rehas made conquests of the interior tribes until it the promise was fine early in the season. Serispects, has been issued by Gen. Howal, with
now-has a-total population of 600,000 souls, of ous losses have of late been incurred, however,
the approydl of the Secretary of War.
whom only about 18,000 are emigrant negroes
principally from depredations of the cotton cat‘Gen. Grant ‘will this year make no formal reItisa singular and atrocious fact erpitlar or army worm, which have proved more
from America.
port as General-in-Chief, but simply transmit the
general and severe in Georgia than ¢lsewhere,
reports of his snbordinates to Congress with the i{ now first coming to the knowledge of the public,
that this Republic founded as an asylum of frecvery troublesome in portions of Alabama and
usual indorsement,
dom for emancipated slaves, has permitted the
Mississippi and somewhat prevalent in the CarA: Washington special says Gen. Grant’ sgn
of slavery among the interior tribes
continuance
olinas and Arkansas,
Heavy rains in Tennessee
cial opinions are known to be very conservative,
n
which it has conquered,o avery extensive scale.
and the southwest have caused anxiety, but did
One of eur leading bankers, who has repeatedly
President Roberts is quoted as admitting that
less damage than was expected.
Returns indidiscussed financial matters with the ok Wi
the wealth of the interior chiefs, Tike that of the cate a smaller ¢rop, possibly by fiftee
F twent ;
says he will at gn early day after his inaugurasavage tribes of Africa, is measured by their
per
cent,
than
last
year,
but
a
complete
cstimat
tion recommend to Congress legislation looking
number of wivés and slaves. Efgcient steps
will not be made until the crop is gathered.
to the speedy resumption of specie payments.
should be taken to rescue Liberia from flrs lapse,
Peas and beans will be nearly an average crop.
The Cookes, so long agents of the Government,
into a slaveholding province, and it will he w ell Buckwheat is very generally deficient. Connectifavor this policy.
By resumption they claim
for those who are solicited in the name offreecut, New Jersey, Minnesota, California nd
that the controversy about the payment of the
dom and humanity to. contribute to a Liberian
some of the Southern States furnish favorable
‘bonds will be avoided.
College to inquire w betherThic gratuitous educaexceptions.
Sorghum has been more successful
The . Arkansas Legislature has begun’ its sestion ofthe sons of these slavehelding chiefs may
than last year.
sion, and, the Governor's message has been renot inure to the growth of slavery rather than of
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